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INTRODUCTION

This report, entitled "Study Of Lead Based Paint Removal From
Elevated Structures" has been prepared for the Chicago Transit
Authority (CTA) by S.G. Pinney & Associates, Inc. (SGPAI) and its
subconsultant, Dynacept , Inc. (Dynacept) under CTA Requisition No.
G-90563. The purpose of the work reported herein was to define
cost-effective and environmentally correct systems and techniques
for removal of lead based paint from the approximately 50 miles of
elevated transit system structures maintained by CTA in Chicago,
Illinois

.

Three SGPAI principal investigators were assigned to the project
work; Jon R. Cavallo, P.E., Lloyd M. Smith, Ph.D. and Ted Rudaitis
Resumes for Mr. Cavallo, Dr. Smith and Mr. Rudaitis are appended
to this report in Appendix A. Two principal investigators were
assigned to the project by Dynacept; Donovan L. Beech, P.E. and
Raymond L. Hammond, P.E. Resumes for Messrs. Beech and Hammond are
also appended to this report in Appendix A.

The project work was conducted under four Tasks as described below.

TASK 1 - CONDUCT AN ON-SITE SURVEY

A physical survey was conducted to identify conditions
existing on the Elevated Structure to:

a. Identify existing conditions, including dimension,
train traffic, vehicular traffic and pedestrian
traffic,

b. Identify unique conditions, e.g., proximity to
homes, etc., and,

c. Identify areas for use of negative pressure
enclosures during surface preparation work.

TASK 2 - REMOVAL. CONTAINMENT AND DISPOSAL OF LEAD BASED PAINT

Under this Task, candidate methods for removal, containment
and disposal of lead base paint residues were identified and
evaluated. These candidate methods were compared to actual
conditions existing on the Elevated Structure, and the most
viable options for lead base paint removal were selected.
Cost estimates for the removal techniques were prepared.
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TASK 3 - ALTERNATE PAINT REMOVAL TECHNIQUES

In certain areas of the Elevated Structure, negative pressure
containment is not feasible. For these situations, state-of-
the-art mechanical and chemical techniques for removal of lead
base paint were identified and evaluated. These techniques
were compared to actual conditions on the Elevated Structure,
and the most viable options for lead base paint removal were
selected. Cost estimates for the removal techniques were
prepared.

TASK 4 - FINAL REPORT

Under this Task, a final written report shall be prepared by
SGPAI and Dynacept and submitted to CTA for review and
comment. After comment resolution and approval, SGPAI will
make fifty copies of the completed report for CTA.
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TASK 1 - CONDUCT AN ON-SITE SURVEY

On February 21 and 22, 1991, representatives of SGPAI and OTA
toured the Elevated Structure to identify various conditions which
would affect the removal, containment and disposal of lead base
paint

.

A photographic record of this tour was prepared and is contained
in this report as Appendix B.

The conditions on the Elevated Structure can be divided into three
categories:

1. Structural Elements,

2. Station Elements, and

3. Architectural Elements.

Structural Elements

The removal of lead base paint from the structural elements
presents the greatest problem in coating work on the Elevated
Structure. These elements are below the track bed on the Elevated
Structure.

As is evident in the photographs contained in Appendix B, lateral
and vertical clearances in many areas is only a few feet, and, in
some cases, only a few inches between the structural elements and
adjacent buildings and structures. This lack of work space makes
containment design critical.

The buildup of existing paint on the structural elements is very
heavy on most of the Elevated Structure. This buildup of old, oil
based lead paint in many cases exceeds 100 mils (0.1 inches) in
thickness, indicating that the paint removal process must be
conducted in stages to be efficient and cost-effective.

On many of the structural members below the track bed, heavy
staining is evident. The investigators were not able to closely
examine or sample this brownish-colored staining; however, it
appears to be either grease from the trains passing overhead,
creosote from the track ties or some combination thereof. In any
case, this material must be removed prior to paint removal to
prevent contamination of the underlying steel to be repainted.
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Station Elements

The station elements comprise the structural steel members above
the track bed supporting the station platform.

In general, the paint on these members are the same as the
structural members below, however, the application is of poorer
quality. The primary cause for this poor quality is that painting
work was conducted without impacting the movement of trains over
the rail system. As such, painting work is performed "on the fly",
that is, the painters perform surface preparation and painting
between the arrival of trains at the various locations being worked
on. This approach often necessitates night work when atmospheric
conditions are not appropriate for proper curing of the paints
being applied.

Architectural Elements

These parts of the Elevated Structure include cashier booths,
passenger stairs, walkways and platforms and other areas of normal
occupancy.

Protective coating work in these areas must, because of
institutional constraints, be performed without any impact on the
free access of passengers on the CTA system. As such, minimal
cleaning and surface preparation has been performed over previous
years, with heavy contamination such as human skin oils, dirt,
grease, etc. painted over, resulting in delaminate failure of the
applied paints in many areas.
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TASK 2 - REMOVAL. CONTAINMENT AND DISPOSAL OF LEAD BASE PAINT

PAINT REMOVAL

The Project Team investigated numerous methods for removal of lead
base paint. A summary of the findings for each of the methods
follows.

1 . Open Nozzle Abrasive Blasting

In general, open nozzle abrasive blasting must be
utilized for most of the removal of lead base paint on
the Elevated Structure. For cost and schedule reasons,
rapid and complete removal of all existing paint can only
be achieved by using high-performance abrasive blasting
equipment producing surface preparation rates of 100 to
500 sq. ft. of prepared surface per hour.

During open nozzle blasting, full containment must be
employed to prevent uncontrolled release of lead-
contaminated debris and fine (under 10 micron) dust into
the environment. Containment is discussed later in this
section of the report.

Additionally, a cost decision must be made between the
use of "once-through" versus "recyclable" abrasive blast
media. This decision should be left to the contractor
actually performing the work, but evaluation guidelines
follow:

a. "Once-through" abrasives, such as sand and slags,
can only be used once and then disposed of, because
the abrasive shatters and breaks down due to impact
with the steel substrate being prepared. The cost
of these abrasives are low (between $40 and $100 per
ton delivered in bulk) , but the disposal costs will
be high due to lead paint contamination.
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To compute the amount of waste which will be
generated, it should be estimated that approximately
10 pounds of abrasive will be needed to prepare one
square foot of surface on structural steel. Also,
approximately 2 ounces (0.125 lbs.) of paint will
be removed from each square foot of steel being
prepared, which will probably be lead base and as

such present a hazardous waste condition as defined
by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA)

.

To estimate the cost of disposal of this
contaminated abrasive, the number of square feet of

surface to be prepared must be estimated (use

approximately 175 sq. ft. per ton of steel on the
Elevated Structure), multiply that estimate by 10

pounds of abrasive used per square foot of steel,
and use a disposal cost of $250 to $500 per ton of

spent abrasive.

Recyclable abrasives do not break down in one usage
as do the sands and slags. The recyclable abrasives
include aluminum oxide (recycle approximately 5

times) and steel shot/grit (recycle approximately
50 times). These abrasives are more expensive to
purchase ($650 to $1000 per ton for aluminum oxide;
$500 to $600 per ton for steel shot/grit), but the
amount of waste generated decreases dramatically
from the quantities produced using the "once-
through" abrasives. Disposal using the recyclable
abrasives involves only paint debris, dirt, and a

small amount of degraded abrasive.
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To economically compare the use of "once-through"
abrasives to "recyclable" abrasives such as aluminum
oxide and steel shot/grit, the following criteria
should be used:

Criterion

Initial Cost
per Ton

Use

Breakdown Rate
per Use Cycle

Weight of Waste
Generated in
Preparation of
One sq. ft. of
Painted Steel

Cost per sq. ft.
of Abrasives Used

Cost of Recycling

Cost per sq. ft. of
Abrasives Recycling

Cost of Treatment
Treatment and
Disposal of Waste

Cost per sq. ft. of
Treatment and
Disposal of Waste

Total Cost per sq. ft,

"Once-Through

"

Abrasives

$40-$100

One Time

100 percent

10 lbs.

$0.20-$0.50

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

$250-$500
per ton

$1.26-$2.52

$1.46-$3.02

"Recyclable"
Abrasives

Aluminum
Oxide

Steel
Shot/Grit

$650-$1000 $500-$600

5 Times

20 percent

2 lbs.

50 Times

2 percent

0.31 lbs.

$0.65-$1.00 $0.08-$0.09

$10-$20
per ton

$10-$20
per ton

$0.01-$0.02 $0.002-$0.004

$250-$500
per ton

$250-$500
per ton

$0.26-$0.52 $0.05-$0.10

$0.92-$1.54 $0.132-$0.19

NOTE: If CTA elects to handle waste disposal, the
selection of abrasive should be made on the basis
of waste volume minimization and, as such, one of
the recyclable abrasives should be used.
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The Project Team recominends that the selection of the
type of abrasive to be used in open abrasive blasting be
left to the contractor performing the work based on
economics only. Further, aluminum oxide would be the
preferred choice for field work because steel shot/grit
suffers rapid corrosion and solidification upon exposure
to moisture or humidity.

2 . Vacuum Blasting

Vacuum blasting involves the use of a recyclable abrasive
in conjunction with a vacuum shroud enclosing the blast
nozzle to capture the spent abrasive and debris removed
from the surface being prepared. This combination of
reusable abrasive and unusable debris is mechanically
separated, and the reclaimed abrasive is reused.

The investigators evaluated the potential for using
vacuum blasting for surface preparation of the Elevated
Structure and determined that this technique is not
appropriate for the majority of the surfaces to be
cleansed of lead base paint. This determination was
based upon the following:

a. The vacuum blasting process is only effective if
the spent abrasive and debris can be captured. This
capture depends upon a tight seal being made between
the vacuum blast shroud seal and the surface being
blasted. In the case of the Elevated Structure,
many of the steel shapes are small and/or irregular
in configuration, which prevents obtaining a tight
seal for the vacuum blast shroud.

b. The vacuum blasting process is relatively slow,
producing only 50 sq. ft. per hour of surface
preparation under the best of conditions.

c. The vacuum blasting process is operator fatiguing,
resulting in only 2 to 3 hours of actual nozzle work
time in a shift.
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3 . Water Blasting

Water blasting for removal of paints involves the use of
high-pressure (over 20,000 psi) water at low production
rates. The amount of water produced by modern water
blasting systems is low (approximately 1.5 gallons per
minute) but production rates are also low (20 to 30 sq.
ft. per hour). Additionally, all of the effluent water
produced during surface preparation would contain lead
paint debris, requiring capture of all effluent water for
treatment and disposal.

Perhaps most important on the Elevated Structure, many
exposed electrical devises, such as the "Third Rail",
electrical lines, etc. exist which cannot be de-energized
for surface preparation operations. The use of water
around such electrical safety hazards is inappropriate.

Other state-of-the-art surface preparation techniques
(such as bicarbonate of soda blasting) are currently
available. These techniques, however, use water addition
as a dust control measure and, as such, also present an
electrical safety hazard.

For these reasons, the investigators do not recommend
the use of water blasting on the Elevated Structure.

CONTAINMENT

The design of containment for lead base paint removal is the most
troublesome problem confronted by the painting industry at this
time. Most troublesome is the lack of detailed guidance for the
engineer, designer and contractor involved developing and
implementing measures to contain lead base paint debris and fine
dust. A few industry consensus groups, such as the Steel
Structures Painting Council (SSPC) have committees active in
developing industry consensus standards for containment design, but
these standards are several years, at best, away from publication.

To provide necessary design criteria to CTA, the investigative team
of SGPAI and Dynacept personnel have developed a containment design
criteria document entitled "Containment & Scaffold Suggestions for
Removal of Lead-Based Paint from CTA Elevated Structures," which
is contained in Appendix C attached to this report.
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In developing the containment design document, several criteria
were used:

a. The containment design suggestions must be founded on
existing and successful technologies, such as the
asbestos abatement industry,

b. The components identified in the containment design
suggestions must be, when at all possible, readily
available "off the shelf" items to reduce costs and
enhance availability, and,

c. The design approach suggested must be useable to a

normally-qualified design engineer.

The Project Team determined, after reviewing potential approaches
to containment design against the Elevated Structure, that a full-
height, negative pressure containment should be used for all lead
based paint removal work on the Structural Elements. Although in
some cases vehicular and pedestrian traffic will be temporarily
impeded in the area of the containment, this approach will provide
for expedient execution of surface preparation work and maximize
environmental protection.

As part of the Project work, the Project Team compared the existing
CTA requirements for containment to the recommendations contained
in this report. The existing CTA containment requirements are
contained in Appendix F attached to this report and are entitled,
"Pollution Control."

The existing CTA requirements require negative pressure containment
for abrasive blasting as is also recommended in this report. This
operating parameter provides protection to the surrounding
environment but does not at all provide for worker safety inside
the containment volume.

10
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Recent experience on several projects involving removal of lead
based paint from large steel structures has revealed that air flow
is as critical if not more so than negative pressure in design of
containments. Negative pressure in work containments prevents dust
from escaping into the surrounding environment; however, low air
flow within containment produces a hazardous condition whereby the
containment is completely filled with fine suspended dust which
renders worker respiratory equipment inefficient and reduces worker
visibility to dangerously low levels. Serious internal lead
contamination of both manual and non-manual workers assigned to
lead based paint removal projects has occurred as a direct result
of inadequate ventilation flow in surface preparation containments.

The current CTA specification requirements do not contain any
requirements concerning minimum air flow within containment. The
recommendations of the Project Team, detailed in Appendix C to this
report, provide for minimum containment air flows to circulate dust
into the main dust collector and also recommend auxiliary dust
collectors be strategically placed near dust-producing operations
within the containment.

The budget cost for use of the staging and full negative pressure
containment approach described in this report will range between
$5.00 and $8.00 per sq. ft. of steel surface to be prepared.

During work on Station and Architectural elements, negative
pressure containment will not be feasible. Approaches for surface
preparation of these areas is discussed in TASK 3 of this report.

DISPOSAL

Identification and disposal of hazardous wastes produced during
lead paint removal on the Elevated Structure are dictated by the
federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and the
Illinois Administrative Code Section 35. These statutes require
CTA and the contractor to prepare and maintain detailed testing,
transportation and disposal records for all hazardous wastes
generated during lead paint removal activities.

It should be noted that, under federal statutes, CTA is legally
the "generator" of any hazardous wastes created during lead paint
removal activities and, as such, this responsibility cannot be
transferred to the contractor involved in the paint removal
activities

.

11
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The cost of transport and disposal of lead paint contaminated
wastes varies across the United States at this time and appears to
be decreasing as more specialized "TSD" (Transport, Storage and
Disposal) contractors enter the market. The cost in the midwest
for disposal of lead paint contaminated wastes judged to be
"hazardous" under RCRA ranges between $250 and $500 per ton at this
time.

A copy of the State of Illinois Department of Transportation
"Special Provision for Containment and Disposal of Blasting
Residues" is contained in Appendix D to this report for information
purposes only.

UTILIZATION OF WASTE

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) prohibits utilization
of a waste in a manner which considered to be "sham recycling"
i.e., use of a waste which constitutes land disposal. While some
State Highway Agencies have used or considered using the blasting
debris in construction of asphalt pavements, this practice has all
but stopped. Use in asphalt constitutes sham recycling according
to EPA, as the debris containing lead does not improve the
performance of asphalt pavement. Only North Carolina DOT is still
producing asphaltic concrete from debris containing lead. However
North Carolina DOT has it's own asphalt mixing plants and they have
an agreement with the State Solid Waste Office which allows them
to continue. Private asphalt mixing plants which had accepted
debris containing lead in the past will no longer accept this
material

.

Stabilizing debris containing lead with Portland cement is another
method which has received a great deal of attention recently.
Tests have shown that mixing the blasting debris containing lead
with ten (10%) percent Portland cement and water, results in
mixtures where the leachable lead is below detectable limits
(O.OSppm), or at most, a few tenths of a ppm. While the Portland
cement treated debris is no longer a hazardous waste, it still
contains lead. Therefore utilization of the Portland cement blocks
still requires careful thought. It must be used in a situation
where it will not abrade, thus releasing the lead particles into
the environment. Uses currently being contemplated are for slope
stabilization and ballast. No state highway agency is known to be
currently examining the use of the waste in pavement construction.

12
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The regulations which have the greatest impact on potential uses
of Portland cement concrete made with blasting debris containing
lead are the transportation and treatment requirements. A
hazardous waste can only be transported and treated by a firm
licensed to perform these activities. However, the hazardous waste
can be treated by the generator on-site during the 90 day
accumulation period. Therefore incorporating the waste in a

Portland cement mixture can be performed most easily and
economically at the site. This limits its uses to fabricated
blocks

.

If a hazardous waste is to be treated on-site, a Waste Analysis
Plan must be submitted to the State or Regional Federal EPA office
30 days prior to treatment. However, if the waste is found to be
non-hazardous, no such Plan is needed even though the waste is
classified as a hazardous material.

There are a few methods of removing lead-based paints which will
not generate a hazardous waste. The easiest method is to
incorporate a stabilizer into ordinary disposable abrasive.
Currently there are two stabilizers on the market with development
continuing on others. Steel grit can be mixed with an ordinary
sand or slag abrasive in amounts of 5 to 10 percent by weight. To
date, every waste tested with this level of steel grit (grit size
50 or smaller) has been found to be non-hazardous. Owners
specifying steel grit additions to the abrasive have required a ten
percent addition, rather than performing a test series to determine
the actual amount needed. Another stabilizer is a proprietary
(patent pending) material called Blastox. A 15 percent addition
of Blastox will usually result in a non-hazardous waste being
generated according to the manufacturer. The manufacturer should
be consulted on acceptable coating systems to apply steel blasted
with abrasives incorporating their material.

The Federal EPA has written a letter to its Regional Offices
stating that abrasive additives which generate a non-hazardous
waste are acceptable and are not just a circumvention of the
regulations. However, if lead should leach out in the future, the
generator will be responsible for clean-up costs. As the long term
stability of iron or Blastox is not known, many agencies are taking
a conservative view and requiring the waste to be further
stabilized by incorporating it into a Portland cement mixture. The
advantage of the abrasive additive is that the waste being treated
will be non-hazardous so no notification or Waste Analysis Plan is

required.

13
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It is recommended that CTA consider the use of abrasive additives
and on-site stabilization with Portland cement concrete. The
current best technology is to require the use of steel grit (size
50 or smaller) added to the abrasive at a level of ten percent by
weight, or approved equal stabilizer at the manufacturer's
recommended addition level.

Test data should be required which shows that the waste generated
will be classified as non-hazardous. The waste should then be cast
into concrete blocks by mixing with a portable mixer at the site
of containment. The mix should contain approximately 300 pounds
of waste, one sack of Type I, II or III cement, and 7.5 gallons of
water. The blocks should cure for a minimum of four days prior to
sampling and testing.

At present, it is recommended that the blocks then be disposed.
The waste will be classified as a non-hazardous waste provided the
procedure above is properly followed. CTA should also stay abreast
of developments in the industry to determine if acceptable uses for
the concrete blocks have been developed.

14
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TASK 3 - ALTERNATE PAINT REMOVAL TECHNIQUES

Many of the station and architectural elements from which existing
lead base paint must be removed cannot be enclosed using the
negative pressure enclosure described in Section 2 of this report,
due to transit system operation or personnel access requirements.
Two approaches for lead paint removal when open blasting coupled
with negative pressure containment cannot be used are discussed in
this section of the report.

STATION ELEMENTS

Station elements constitute the structural members located at and
above the rail lines which are not accessible to passenger traffic.
Due to the proximity of these items to the active railway, painting
work must be conducted "on the fly", with contractor personnel
warned by flagmen of approaching trains. As such, a formal
containment cannot be used for lead paint removal in these areas.

Two approaches can be used for lead paint removal on station
elements

.

1. Continue the practice of hand (SSPC SP-2) and power tool
(SSPC SP-3) cleaning, which removes loose paint, loose
rust and loose mill scale. Oil based paints and certain
epoxy mastics can successfully be applied to surfaces
prepared in this manner. Production rates for these
techniques are approximately 50 sq. ft. per hour (SSPC
SP-2) and 150 sq. ft. per hour (SSPC SP-3); however, the
CTA management criterion of removal of all lead base
paint is not satisfied.

2. Using a combination of high-performance power tools
(needle guns, 3M "Clean n' Strip" and 3M "Roto-Peen")
combined with Sponge-Jet Inc. "Soft Media Blasting", a

high degree of surface preparation, including removal of
all lead base paint, can be achieved. These state-of-
the-art surface preparation techniques were demonstrated
for CTA in May of 1991 at West Shops, and a written
report with photographs was previously provided to CTA
(see Appendix E to this report). The production rate for
this high-performance surface preparation approach will
average between 3 and 50 sq. ft. per hour, depending
upon surface configurations.

15
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In both scenarios described above, the debris generated during
surface preparation activities will be minimal. To capture and
dispose of the debris, station element surface preparation work
should be coordinated with structural element work with full
containment directly below so that the below-track containment
could be used to capture the falling debris.

The budget cost for the station element surface preparation work
described above, excluding waste disposal, will be approximately
$0.50 per sq. ft. of prepared surface (loose material removed only)
and $1.50 per sq, ft. of prepared surface (complete material
removal )

.

The investigators considered but do not recommend the use of
chemical strippers for paint removal on the Elevated Structure for
production and safety reasons. These are summarized below.

a. Because of the extreme thickness of the paint on the
Elevated Structure, several applications of the
commercially available chemical stripping agents would
be required to remove all of the lead base paint.
Afterwards, the affected surfaces would require thorough
rinsing, producing chemically contaminated water, and
abrasive blasted to produce a profile required for proper
adhesion of the new paint system primer.

b. The potential for exposure of the general public and CTA
personnel to the hazardous chemicals involved in many of
the chemical paint removal systems would require
observance of special precautions if used on the Elevated
Structure. At present, none of the chemical paint
removal systems have sufficient field history to be
recommended by the Project Team.

Other state-of-the-art paint removal systems (such as bicarbonate
of soda blasting, high-intensity ultraviolet light, etc.) were
considered by the investigators, but are not recommended due to
either the use of water in the removal process or lack of process
field history.

16
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ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

Architectural elements, such as passenger stairs, walkways and
platforms, pose the most difficult problem in lead paint removal.
Surface preparation and containment techniques must be carefully
balanced against passenger comfort and safety, which will dictate
the methods for surface preparation to be used.

Two surface preparation techniques are appropriate for this work.

1. Continue the practice of hand (SSPC SP-2) and power tool
(SSPC SP-3) cleaning, which removes loose paint, loose
rust and loose mill scale. Oil based paints and certain
epoxy mastics can successfully be applied to surfaces
prepared in this manner. Production rates for these
techniques are approximately 50 sq. ft. per hour (SSPC
SP-2) and 150 sq. ft. per hour (SSPC SP-3); however,
removal of all lead base paint is not achievable.

2. Using a combination of high-performance power tools
(needle guns, 3M "Clean n' Strip" and 3M "Roto-Peen")
combined with Sponge-Jet Inc. "Soft Media Blasting", a

high degree of surface preparation, including removal of
all lead base paint, can be achieved. These state-of-
the-art surface preparation techniques were demonstrated
for CTA in May of 1991 at West Shops, and a written
report with photographs was previously provided to CTA
(see Appendix E to this report). The production rate for
this high-performance surface preparation approach will
average between 3 and 50 sq. ft. per hour, depending
upon surface configurations.

In containing the debris generated from hand tool cleaning
work, a drop cloth or some other means of floor covering is

to be used. In case of mechanical power tool cleaning,
however, a more elaborate containment is to be used. This
containment shall consist of floor covering and partial
closure to hinder flying debris from scattering. These
methods of containment will render the area safe for patrons
use.
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Unlike similar surface preparation techniques recommended for use
on Station Elements, debris produced during surface preparation of
Architectural Elements would be deposited on floors adjacent to
the elements being prepared. This debris would then be removed
from the work area by the contractor using vacuum cleaners and
properly packaged for subsequent testing and disposal.
Alternatively, the high performance power tools could be supplied
with vacuum head attachments to capture the majority of the debris
at the work area

.
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TASK 4 - FINAL REPORT

In summary, SGPAI recommends that the CTA Elevated Structure be
divided into zones when selecting the criteria for surface
preparation. These zones, their selection criteria and attendant
surface preparation techniques are listed below.

ZONE A - NORMAL CRITERIA - STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS AND STATION ELEMENTS

Description

Structural elements and station elements, surface preparation
work with the exception of Zone B and facia of station element
girder (on track side only)

Examples

Structural steel surfaces

Surface Preparation Methods

Open nozzle abrasive blasting (recycle or once-through
abrasive selection to be made based upon economics)

Containment Criteria

Full containment with negative pressure
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ZONE B - ALTERNATIVE CRITERIA - STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Description

An alternative surface preparation for structural elements to
be used when designated by CTA

Examples

Where normal surface preparation methods are not adequate

Surface Preparation Methods

High-performance power tools (needle guns, 3M "Clean 'n Strip"
and 3M "Roto-Penn") and Soft Media Blasting. Vacuum head
attachments may be required, depending upon containment
efficiency

Containment Criteria

Full containment with negative pressure

ZONE C - NORMAL CRITERIA - ARCHITECTURAL AND STATION ELEMENT

Description

Architectural elements and station element, i.e. facia of
girder on track side, surface preparation work.

Examples

Architectural - Platforms, walkways, stairs, fare
collection booths, etc. accessible to
passengers

Station - Girder facia surface on track side only
above the track

Surface Preparation Criteria

High performance power tools (needle guns, 3M "Clean n' Strip"
and 3M "Roto-Peen") and Soft Media Blasting. Vacuum head
attachments may be required, depending upon containment
efficiency. Hand tools may also be used where power tools are
not appropriate.
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Containment Criteria

1. Station Work Over Existing Containment Below

No additional containment required - debris collected in
containment structure below track level

2

.

Architectural Work

Debris collecting partial enclosure, non-negative
pressure containment required for this area

21
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S.G. PiNNEY & Associates, Inc.
Professional EwGiNtERS

RESUME
JON R. CAVALLO, P.E.

SENIOR ASSOCIATE
Born: Washington, DC - 1946

Education: Ponvsna College
U.S. Naval Nuclear Power School, 1967-1968

Northeastern University, 197 9

Bachelor of Engineering Technology
Mechanical Engineering, Cum Laude

University of Washington, 1980
Cold Regions Engineering

University of Colorado, 1982
Engineering Project Management

National Association of Corrosion Engineers, 1983
"Corrosion Prevention in Oil and Gas Production"

University of New Hanpshire, 1985
Finance for the Non-Financial Manager

Fairleigh Dickinson University, 1987
Inspection, Evaluation and Rehabilitation of
Highway Bridges

Professional
Activities: Registered Professional Engineer

Massachusetts Certificate Number 30114-M
Colorado Certificate Number 17584
Alaska Certificate Number ME-5161
Maine Certificate Number 5549
Connecticut Certificate Number 14797
New Jersey Certificate Number GE32609
New York Certificate Number 64683-1
Florida Certificate Number 41611

Organizational Affiliations:
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

Committee D33, Coatings for the Power Generation
Industry. Chairman, Subcommittee D33.14, Hazardous
Wastes in Utility Protective Coating and Lining Work

National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE)
Steel Structures Painting Council (SSPC)
Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Industries (TAPPI)
American Welding Society
Project Management Institute
Northeastern University Sigma Epsilon Rho Honor Society
Secretary, Town of Eliot, Maine Business & Development
Commission

Certifications

:

NBR Certified Nuclear Coating Engineer, Number 137

^°'^^
.

S.G. Pinney and Associates, Inc., 1985 - to present
Experience: Manager, Northeast Office

Metalweld, Inc., 1983-1985
Manager, New England Division for Industrial
Coating Applicator
Project Manager, Seabrook Nuclear Station

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation, 1971-1983
Materials Engineering Division Coordinator,
Primary responsibilities included: Coating Materials Selection, Testing,

Specification, and Failure Analysis. Secondary responsibilities
included: Welding, Non-Destructive Metallurgy and Fracture
Mechanics Analysis.

US Navy, Naval Nuclear Power Program
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RESUME
THEODORE RUDAITIS, P.E.

SENIOR ASSOCIATE

Born: Lithuania - 1935

Education: Illinois Institute of Technology - Civil
Engineering

University of Illinois - Civil Engineering
Chicago Technical College - Architectural

Drafting
Professional
Activities: Registered Professional Engineer

California, No. QU 003483
Certifications

:

National Board of Registration for Nuclear
Coating Engineers t Specialists, INc. (NBR)

Nuclear Coating Engineer #142
Certified Level III Coating Work

Inspector per ANSI N 45.2.6
Organizational Affiliations:

American Society for Testing and Materials
Coatings for the Power Generation Industry, D-33
Past Chairman of the group formulating
"Test Method for Determination of Effects
of Radiation on Coatings Used in Light-
Water Nuclear Power Plants".
Flue gas desulfurization (FGD) subcommittee

Steel Structures Painting Council
"Steel Structures Painting Manual", ASTM
Volume 1, 1982, (Contributing Author)

Utilities Nuclear Coating Work Comnvittee
"Manual of Coating Work for Light-Water
Nuclear Power Plant Primary Containment and
Other Safety-Related Facilities", ASTM, 1978,
(contributing author)

Work S. G. Finney & Associates, Inc., 1986 to Present
Experience: Manager, North Central Office

Sargent and Lundy, 1973 - 1986
Fluor - Pioneer, 1969 - 1973
Mid American Engineers, Inc., 1965 - 1969
Dunlap & Keppner, Inc., 1963 - 1965

Twenty-three years experience in structural
analysis and corrosion control. Since 1973
has worked exclusively in the specification,
inspection and failure analysis of protective
coatings .

Prior to 1973, prepared and coordinated
structural design, cost estimates, reviewed
vendors drawings and prepared structural design
drawings for Power Generation, Pulp and Paper
and Refinery Facilities.
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RESUME
LLOYD M. SMITH, PH.D.

SENIOR ASSOCIATE

Born: New York, New York 1945

Education: City College of New York
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry 1966

State University of New York
Ph.D., Chemistry 1970

University of Rochester
Post Doctoral Fellow, 1970-1971

Professional
Activities: Certifications:

NACE Cathodic Protection
NACE Protective Coatings

Technical Societies:
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

Vice Chairman Committee D 1.46 - "Industrial Protective
Coatings"
Award of Appreciation, 1988.

National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE)
Steel Structures Painting Council (SSPC)

Board of Governors and Executive Committee.
Certificate of Recognition, 1987
Chairman, Subcommittees on "Removing Lead Based Paints"
and "Performance Evaluation."

Journal of Protective Coatings and Linings,
Contributing Editor.
General Editor of SSPC Applicator Training Bulletin.

Transportation Research Board (TRB)
Chairman, Subcommittee on "Cleaning and Coating Structural
Steel", of Committee AC306, "Structures Maintenance".

Washington Paint Technical Group (WPTG)
Various Offices, 1984-88.
Member of the Year, 1986.

Work
Experience: S.G. Pinney & Associates, Inc. 1985 -present

Senior Associate, Manager Mid-Atlantic Office
Federal Highway Administration 1979 - 1985

Research program manager and technical
service on corrosion protection of
structural steel (bridges and culverts)

.

Betz Laborabories 1977 - 1979
Product development and technical service
for process-side corrosion protection in
refineries and coal burning power plants.





RESUME
DONOVAN L. BEECH

MECHANICAL DIVISION MANA(;ER

LICENCES:

Professional Engineer - State of Illinois.

EXPERIENCE:

DYNACEPT, INCORPORATED EVANSTON, IL

Responsible for technical directions and supervision in the area of mechanical engineering;

coordination of activities involved.in the completion of mechanical engineering projects; provide

over-all project management directions. Also, assist in the making of decisions and policies

required for general business administration and office management (1^85 to present).

SAR(JENT & LDNDY ENGINEERS CHICAGO, IL

Mechanical Engineer - Project Management and Engineering Division. Provided technical support

and management of Sargent & Lundy's interdisciplinary involvement for Byron Unit 2 and Braid-

wood Unit 1 jet impingement evaluations, pipe whip restraint analyses and design, flooding

analyses and safe shutdown analyses. Also performed indepth review of safety systems operations

and functional requirements to conform with the design basis and FSAR commitments. (1984 to

1987)

As a Project Analyst, performed calculations in HVAC, plant safe shutdown, thermal hydraulics,

heat transfer, transient system analyses, and probabilistic risk assessments in support of the design

and licensing of power generating facilities. (1980 to 1984)

EDUCATION:

BS in Mechanical Engineering - North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, N.C., 1979

MS in Mechanical Engineering - University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, Illinois, 1980

Seminar on fault trees and event trees analyses, sponsored by the Electric Power Research

Institute which utilized specialized computer software, 1983

Heating. Ventilating and Air Conditioning design - College of DuPage, 1986

Sargent & Lundy's Mechanical Department Power Plant Fundamentals Course, 1987

ASME Short Course on Pumps and Valves Selection, 1989

MEMBERSHIPS:

We.stem Society of Engineers

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

National Society of Professional Engineers

American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers

-1-
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DONOVAN L. BEECH

SELECTED PROJECTS (Dynacept, Inc.):

CLIENT/STATION SCOPE OF WORK

Research Park. Inc.

City of Evanston

State of Illinois

CDB

State of Illinois

CDB

City of Evanston

Northwestern U.

Impell/CECo

Design of HVAC and electrical systems for the 34,(K)() square feet

Evanston Business & Technology Center.

Fleetwood/Jourdain HVAC and electrical systems upgrades.

lUinios Youth Center - Joliet, Utilities Upgrades.

Third District Appellate Courts Building HVAC and electrical upgrades.

Design of a complete ventilation system for the Police Department's pistol

range. The project included specifying HEPA and adsorber filters, exhaust

fans, air handling unit, state of the art controls, and maintaining the pistol

range under negative pressure.

Design of a thermal spray facility which included, water wash capture

hoods, acoustical silencers, stacks, make up air units and exhaust fans. Also

sized equipment for auxiliary cooling.

Assisted Impell Corporation in the design and modification of the HVAC
system at Joliet Station No. 29. Provided assistance in the preparation of

the initial ventilation flow diagrams and the determination of heating and

cooling loads.

CECo/Dresden Condensate regeneration system upgrade.

CECo/Quad Cities Rerouting of non-condensible exhaust lines.

City of Evanston Cost study for HVAC refurbishing of Fleetwood/Jourdain Community

Center.

CECo/Dresden Re-evaluation of the safety of reactor loop when check valves fails or back

leaks occur.

SELECTED PROJECTS (Sargent & Lundy):

CLIENT/STATION SCOPE OF WORK

CECo/Lasalle Performed thermodynamic and hydrodynamic analyses in support of the

design and licensing of the plant.

CECo/Zion Performed analysis on boric acid concentration in containment in support of

plant operations.

Dynacept, Inc. 1840 Oak Avenue Evanston. IL 60201 -:^6«6
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SELECTED PROJECTS (Sargent & Lunclv, Cont'd):

CLIENT/STATION SCOPE OF WORK

IPC/Clinton Determined secondary containment bypass leakage, subsequent to postu-

lated ruptures in major piping systems.

CECo/Byron Performed PORV and SRV backpressure determination, themial-hydraulic

analyses, and safe shut-down analyses due to flooding, water spray, jet

impingement and pipe whip. Co-authored the jet impingement confirmatory

report.

CECo/Braidwood Managed and coordinated activities involving high and moderate energy

line breaks and performed calculations in safety systems operation and

functional requirements. Authored the jet impingement confirmatory report.

-3-
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RAYMOND A. HAMMOND

SELECTED PROJECTS (Dynacepl, Inc.):

CLIENT/STATION SCOPE OF WORK

CECo/Dresden Condensate regeneration system upgrade

Northwestern U.

CECo/PSD

Design of structural members for the thermal spray facility located in the

Basic Industry' Research Laboratory (BIRL).

Prepared the CAE workstation user's guide.

State of lUinois/CDB Tinley Park Mental Health Center - Elevator and Compressed Air System

Upgrades.

State of Illinoi.s/CDB Tinley Park Mental Health Center - Replacement of Water Heaters.

SELECTED PROJECTS (Sargent & Lundy):

CLIENT/STATION SCOPE OF WORK

CECo/Byron-

Braidwood

Middle South

Utilities

Design of mechanical pipe supports.

Analysis and design of structural steel floor framing.

Public Service of Resolution of field generated Field Change Requests, Engineering Change

IndianaAlarble Hill Notices, Non-Conformance Reports, and Contractor Drawing Approval

Requests. Coordinated the concrete repair program.

Public Service of

Indiana/MH

IPC/Clinton

IPC/Clinton

CECo/Braidwood

and Byron

Coordinated the development of the Load Monitoring System for floor to

framing in the auxiliary and containment buildings. Supervised the

analysis and design for floor framing in the auxiliary and containment

buildings.

Supervised the analysis and design of floor framing in the containment

building.

Evaluated and recommended corrective actions for the grout placement

program.

Supervised the analysis and design of large and small bore pipe whip

restraints; Analysis and design of masonry walls.

Dynacept, Inc.

-2-
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RESUME
RAYMOND A. HAMMOND

STRUCTURAL DIVISION MANAGER

LICENSES:

Professional Engineer - State of Michigan

Structural Engineer - State of Illinois

Asbestos Project Designer - State of Illinois

SELECTED EXPERIENCE:

DVNACEPT, INCORPORATED EVANSTON, IL

Responsible for technical directions and supervision in the area of structural engineering;

coordination of activities involved in the completion of structural engineering projects; provide

over-all project management assistance. Assist in making decisions and setting the policies

required for general business administration and office management.

SARGENT & LUNDY ENGINEERS CHICAGO, IL

Senior Structural Engineer - Structural Engineering Division. Provided administrative and

technical supervision of structural engineers in the design of steel, concrete and masonry

structures subject to static and dynamic loads. Consultant in concrete technology and concrete

repair methods for various power generating facilities in the United States. Site engineer at

Marble Hill and Clinton power construction projects. (4/1981 to 10/1986)

Mr. Hammond also worked at Unistrut Corporation in Wayne, Michigan where he designed roof

truss systems and consulted in various areas of civil engineering.

EDUCATION:

BS in Civil Engineering - University of the West Indies, Trinidad, West Indies, 1973

MS in Civil Engineering - University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 1976

Sargent & Lundy's Courses in Power Plant Design and Advance Structural Steel Design

Structures 1985 - American Society of Civil Engineers

CDSI AUTOCAD Operator Training Course - CAD Design Systems, Inc., Schaumburg, Illinois,

1988

Practices and Procedures in Asbestos Control - University of Illinois, School of Public Health,

Chicago, 1987

MEMBERSHIPS:

Structural Engineers Association of Illinois

National Society of Professional Engineers
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM

RT.RVATKD STRUCTURE PHOTOGRAPHS
FEBRUARY. 1991

PREPARED BY: S. G. PINNEY ASSOCIATES, INC,

Ted Rudaitis
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PHOTOGRAPH DESCRIPTIOW
NUMBER

Belmont Station and street, looking west.
No structural elements are below rail
support stringers,

Belmont Station looking north, east side
first support stringer clearing north
Belmont Street side building roof by
approximately 2 feet.

Belmont Station, looking north, west side
of first and second rail support
stringers, clearing north Belmont Street
side building wall by a few inches.

Belmont Station interior at grade level.
Protective enclosures must allow extensive
people traffic to pass during the rush
hour periods.

Belmont Station showing building exterior
wall with windows - looking west from
rapid transit station platform, south end.

Belmont Station, cross-over between two
station platforms with newly erected
observation booth in foreground, looking
north.

Same as Photograph 6, showing cross-over
supports and rush-hour rapid transit
passengers.

Belmont Station, clearance between west
side stringer and support column and
building wall, looking north.

Belmont Station, rail supporting stringers
framing into girder (Bend) supported by
built-up columns and braced with back to
back angle struts, looking north.
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Page #2
PHOTOGRAPHS

10 Belmont Station, column supporting girder
connection with vertical bracing
connection between two stringers which
also frame into same girder with top and
bottom flange bracing. Wood rail ties
above stringers, looking up and north-
west .

11 Belmont Station, electrical wire connected
to stringer bottom flanges and horizontal
bottom flange bracing, looking west.

12 North of Belmont Station just south of
Clark Street and Ravenswood split, looking
south showing east side stringers and
girders supported by build-up columns.
These supports were repainted two years
ago. Note clearance between private
property and elevated structure.

13 Howard line over Clark Street at Roscoe
Street intersection. Note girder support
column on Clark Street sidewalk away from
elevated structure.

14 Howard line enters underground subway and
Ravenswood line remains elevated, looking
north along track west side just north of
Willow Street.

15 Ravenswood line. Bend 3089, showing
gardens under elevated structure.

16 Sedgwick Station, looking south-west , rail
supporting stringers clear building wall
by a few inches.

17 Sedgwick Station, looking north showing
rail supporting stringers above building
roof.

18 Ravenswood line going through Oscar Mayer
Meat Packing plant, looking north at Bend
2095 in Scott-Sedgwick Street area.

19 Same as Photograph 18, looking north.
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Page #3
PHOTOGRAPHS

20 In the same location as Photograph 18,
stringer supported by sliding plate at
Bend 2096.

21 Looking south, west stringer and column
supports Ravenswood line, Bends 2097 and
up numerically.

22 Lake and Franklin Street, looking east,
south side of Lake Street, extended
support

.

23 Lake Street near Wells Street, looking
north, truss stringers supporting rail
supported by plate girders.

24 Lake elevated structure at Lake and Wells
Streets, looking north-east.

25 Lake elevated structure at Lake and
Dearborn Streets, looking north-east.

26 Lake elevated structure at Lake and
Dearborn Streets, looking west.

27 Elevator structure turn from Lake into
Wabash Street, looking south west.
Forefront barrier girder to prevent cars
from falling into the street.

28 Wabash Street elevated structure, looking
south

.

29 Turn from Wabash Street into Lake Street,
showing barrier girder.

30 Plate girder supporting the Randolph
Street west side platform. No room to
erect enclosure.

31 Girder supporting rail stringers for
Wabash Street elevated structure at Monroe
Street.

32 Track entering medical center building
complex, just north of Polk Street
station, Douglas line looking north.

33 Same as in Photograph 32, looking north.
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Page #4
PHOTOGRAPHS

34 Under medical center complex track
clearance from east wall.

35 Douglas line, west side of track under
medical center complex building.

36 Douglas line over Harrison Street looking
west, going under Rush Presbyterian St.
Lukes Medical Center building.

37 Douglas line going through Rush
Presbyterian St. Lukes Medical Center
building, looking south-west.

38 Douglas and Congress lines along Congress
Expressway, looking east.

39 Polk Street station, looking west. This
station is newly constructed.

40 Douglas line. Western Avenue Station,
looking east at the north side of the
elevated structure.

41 Same as Photograph 40, except showing
south side of the elevated structure.

42 Douglas line crossing Western Avenue,
looking west.

43 Douglas line over Burlington-Northern
tracks just west of Marshall Boulevard at
21st Street.

44 Same as Photograph 4 3 without the train.

45 Dan Ryan line over Clark Street.

46 Englewood line over Dan Ryan at 51st
Street.

47 Englewood line support detail over Yale
Street at 59th Street, looking north.

48 Englewood line parallel to Yale Street,
looking south from 59th Street.
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APPENDIX C

CONTAINMENT & SCAFFOLD SUGGESTIONS
for

REMOVAL OF LEAD-BASED PAINT
from

CTA ELEVATED STRUCTURES

March 30, 1992





1.0 GENERAL

A. Currently there are no local or federal guidelines for controlling emissions during the

removal of lead-based paint from non-residential structures. The Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and other

governmental agencies are combining their efforts to develop technical and managerial

guidelines for use on lead-based paint abatement projects.

B. The objectives, schedule and status of these initiatives are outlined in ATTACHMENT 1,

"Abatement Program for In-Place Lead." From the information presented in the

attachment it can be concluded that regulations for lead-based paint is on the horizon.

These regulations may be more stringent than the suggestions presented, impacting the

original cost of the abatement project.

C. Local ordinances (City of Chicago Building Code, Section 17-2.20) require, and it is

standard procedure, that during the removal of any hazardous material, the work must be

performed using methods diat prevent contamination of the surrounding atmosphere. In

addition, Section 17-2.26 of the Code requires a Sandblasting Permit be obtained from the

local Commissioner of Consumer Services at locations where sandblasting will be used as

a paint removal method.

D. The local requirements are not specific as to means and methods of preventing

environmental contamination, however they describe a performance standard which must

be complied with by Owners and abatement contractors.

DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A. The following abbreviations are used in this document and its attachments:

1. ANPR - Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

2. ATSDR - Agency for Toxic Substances and Desease Control.

3. BDAT - Best Demonstrated Available Technology.

4. CAA - Clean Air Act.

5. CASAC - Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee.

5. CWA - Clean Water Act.

6. CDC - Center for Desease Control.

7. CPSC - Consumer Products Safety Commission.

8. CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability

Act.

9. EP - Extraction Procedure.

10. EPA - Environmental Protection Agency.

1 1

.

FHA - Federal Housing Administration.

12. FM - Factory Mutual Engineering and Research.

13. GFCI - Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters.

14. HEPA - High Efficiency Particulate Air.

15. HUD - Housing and Urban Development.

16. LBP - Lead-Ba-sed Paint.

17. LBPPPA - Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act.

18. LCCA - Lead Contamination Control Act.

29. LEAP - Lead Education/Abatement Program.

20. MCL - Maximum Containment Level.

(1)





21. MOU - Memorandum Of Understanding.

22. NAAQS - National Ambient Air Quality Standard.

23. NEC - National Electrical Code.

24. NEMA - National Electrical Manufacturers Association.

25. NFPA - National Fire Protection Association.

26. NPDES - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.

27. NPL - National Priority List.

28. NSPS - New Source Performance Standard.

29. OAQPS - Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards.

30. ODW - Office of Drinking Water.

3 1

.

OE - Office of Enforcement.

32. OERR - Office of Emergency and Remedial Response.

33. OPP - Office of Pesticide Program.

34. OPPE - Office of Policy Planning and Standards.

35. ORD - Office of Research and Development.

36. OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

37. OSW - Office of Solid Waste.

38. OSWER - Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response.

39. OTS - Office of Toxic Substance.

40. RCRA - Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

41. SARA - Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization act.

42. SDWA - Safe Drinking Water Act.

43. SIP - Structural Integrity Procedure.

44. SIP's - State Implementation Plans.

45. TCLP - Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure.

46. TSCA - Toxic Substance Control Act.

47. UL - Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.

48. USDA - United States Department of Agriculture.

49. OWRS - Office of Water Regulations and Standards.

3.0 STANDARDS

A. The following is a list of Agencies whose standards and/or regulations may be applicable

to the containment and scaffolding work.

1. ANSI - American National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York City,

NY 10018.

2. ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

3. Federal Standards:

a. NESHAP - National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants.

b. NIOSH - National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Room 3007,

CDC NIOSH Building JNE, Atlanta, GA 30333.

c. OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 200 Constitution

Avenue, Washington, DC 20210.

d. USEPA - Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW, Washington,

DC 20460.

Peter Spyropulos, Enforcement Divi.sion Region V
230 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, II 60604. (312) 886-4577
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4. State Standards:

a. lEPA - Illinois Environmental Protection Agency:

Sy Levine, Manager Region I

Division of Air Pollution, Illinois EPA
1701 First Avenue, Maywood, IL 60153. (708) 345-9780

4.0 APPROACH TO CONTAINMENT

A. In the absence of a unified remediation method for lead-based paint abatement, the

responsible parties have to look at other areas of hazard abatement to find a basis for

workable solutions.

B. The following approach to containment was developed from abatement experience in

nuclear power plants, refineries, asbestos, and other mixed hazardous waste situations.

C. An effective and proven method of achieving containment includes the following elements:

1. Using a physical barrier to isolate the work area so that airborne dust cannot migrate

to uncontrolled areas.

2. Augmenting the physical barrier with a pressure differential isolation system that will

maintain the work area at an air pressure lower than the surrounding.

3. Lowering the airborne dust inside the work area to provide safe conditions for the

worker.

4. ControUing entrances and exits with air-locks.

D. In addition to providing detailed design, it is appropriate that the Contractor prepare

detailed procedures for the entire operation, including control of the work space and

emergency situations. Work should be performed according to these procedures.

5.0 ISOLATION BARRIER

A. In locations where containment is desired, an impermeable barrier must be erected

completely around, above, and below the work area to prohibit the spread of contaminated

dust to the atmosphere. When erecting the barrier, care must be taken to restrict air inlet

by sealing all penetrations, cracks, holes, and other potential leak points. Four-inch wide

duct tape, velcro seal, or other method recommended by the manufacturer of the barrier

material may be used as a sealer.

B. Two configurations for the containment are possible, full height and partial height of the

elevated structure:

1. Full Height Containment:

a. For fuU height containment the enclosed area extends vertically from the street or

ground level to the underside of the wooden ties that support the rail. This allows

the waste and debris to fall directly on the flooring where it is recovered and

removed by vacuuming. Shovels and brushes may damage the barrier and cause

ground contamination.
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b. Falling waste from the sandblasting must be continuously removed from the

flooring to improve the efficiency of the containment.

c. This configuration will be inconvenient at some locations frequently used by the

public. A major advantage of full height containment is that the used blasting

media, and other debris, will fall directly to ground level without requiring

intermediate support.

2. Partial Height Containment:

a. For partial height containment the enclosed area would extend from below the

wooden ties to some convenient level above the ground or street level. The

objective of this layout is to allow continuous, unrestricted use of the public

thoroughfare below the work area during the rehabilitative work. This requires

that the headroom below the containment must be sufficient to:

1. Be usable by the public.

2. Assure worker safety from passing vehicular traffic below.

b. In most of the cases where partial containment would appear advantageous, we

observed that the elevations of the overhead structure relative to the pavement will

not allow usable space below the lowest element of the containment. In addition:

1

.

The lower portions of columns will require mini containment separate from

that used for the overhead structure.

2. The workers may have to perform in confined spaces.

3. The equipment in the containment will have to be mounted with restricted

maneuverability.

4. Access (entrance/exit) to the work area will be restricted or require

complicated detailing.

5. Intermediate support for the falling blasting media can be very complicated to

design, and may not allow iterative use of individually engineered

configurations.

c. For the reasons stated above, partial height containment is not recommended
except where other railroad lines need access to the area below the work zone.

The latter condition will be addressed briefly in Section 9.0. The rest of these

guidelines will focus on the full height containment.

C. Continuous monitoring is suggested, to measure the amount of lead in the air and to

evaluate the efficiency of the containment.

6.0 LOCATION OF BARRIERS

A. FIGURE 1 shows a typical approach to containment. Using this arrangement separate

phases of the rehabilitative work may proceed concurrently by maintaining at least three

independent work areas. As the work progresses, the activities in any of the areas will

change, including the required ambient conditions.

1. Painting Zone: This area has been bla.sted and the area cleaned of hazardous

materials. Only minimal surface preparation will be performed. The ambient

conditions should be conducive to painting operations.
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2. Surface Preparation and Priming Zone: Removal of lead ba.se paint occurs in this

area. The area should be under negative pressure. Ambient conditions should be

conducive to surface preparation and priming.

3. Preparation Zone: This is a set-up bay for paint removal. Work scope include

installation of containment barrier, work platforms, ventilation and lighting equipment,

etc.

B. Each containment area should be of size and shape to allow proper air movement using

reasonable size equipments. Rectangular configurations are practical for the elevated

structure and should be used throughout.

C. Cross-bracing frames perpendicular to the train tracks are convenient locations for barriers.

The line of columns and transverse beams act as supports for the Contractor provided

members that directly suppon the containment barrier.

D. Existing electrical wires and other hazards should be properly protected inside the work

zone. In these situations, and ca.ses where restricted public use of the roadway is allowed,

the transverse barrier should be located between the bracing frames as shown in FIGURES
2, 3, and 4.

E. Figure 7 describes a method of enclosure below the wooden ties that support the rail. The

enclosure material used for the containment may also be used at this location. Figure 7A
provides an alternate to Figure 7, and represents an improvement to the method currently

being used on CTA projects.

1. The alternate uses sheets of plywood as the primary containment barrier. TTie sheets

of plywood are supported by thin strips of plywood that are anchored to the wooden
ties by U-bolts.

2. Washers on the U-bolts act as a containment seal for the bolt holes.

3. The U-bolts reduce the tendency of the plywood to fall when the trains pass overhead

and should be adequately spaced to prevent large deflections in the secondary

plywood strips.

4. The secondary plywood strips should butt against the tip of the upper flange of the

stringer, to improve the containment at this location.

5. The plywood and U-bolts are re-useable.

6. Prior to applying protective coating, the upper flange tip of the stringers must be

cleaned using alternative methods to power blasting, such as hand or power tools.

7.0 ENTRANCES AND EXITS

A. The entrances/exits of the containment will also function as the primary source of make-up
air for the work area. Air-locks (double flaps with venical slits for access and a dead

space between each set of flaps) are very effective for these purposes.

B. Details for the air lock, shown in RGURE 5, will not vary throughout the project. Also,

the framing for the air lock should be of similar construction as the containment.

C. The air-lock may be one transportable unit, separate from the containment, or it may be

disassembled after each use and reassembled at the subsequent work area.
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D. Warning signs required by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
should be posted at all entrances and exits to inform the public of the potential hazard in

the isolated area.

8.0 BARRIER MATERIAL

A. The following materials are typically used to construct a containment for abatement of

hazardous materials:

1. Double sheets of 6 mil polyethylene sheets on the horizontal surfaces. (Sheets are

seamed together using duct tape and/or spray adhesive.)

2. One or two layers of 4 mil polyethylene sheets vertically. (Sheets are hung using the

appropriate combinations of wooden block, nails, adhesive and staples, and sealed

with four-inch duct tape.)

B. We do not suggest polyethylene sheets be used by itself for an exterior containment

because:

1. Humidity problems.

2. It is not ultra-violet stabilized and may result in uncomfortable working conditions.

3. Transparency.

4. It is not reusable.

5. Will not support high pressure differential and wind loads at reasonable spans.

C. The desirable properties of the containment material are:

1. UV stabilized.

2. Solvent and water resistant.

3. Permit vacuum cleaning, hence reusability.

4. Impervious.

5. Flame retardant.

6. Adequate burst and puncture strength to support the applied loads, which is dependent

on the spacing of the supporting scaffolding.

7. Light translucent and preferably lightweight.

D. Various types of woven polypropylene fabrics with reinforced hems and nuget grommets,

manufactured by the same and different companies have been promoted for the removal of

lead-based paint. The success of each material, as an efficient containment, will vary with

the properties of the material.

E. Materials:

1. Eagle Geotarp.

2. Eagle Geovinyl.

3. Eagle Georubber.

F. Manufacturer: Eagle Industries of Louisiana, Inc.

P.O. Box 10652

New Orleans, LA 70181

(Tel: (504) 733-3510
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G. Double sheets are always recommended for the floor so that a back-up exists in case the

upper layer is damaged. Single sheets may be adequate vertically. Sheets are to be

seamed together using duct tape or velcro seals. The floor sheets must have staggered

seams in each layer or seams must be perpendicular. At least four-inch velcro seals

should be used at seams to account for the reduced efficiency of velcro as dust panicles

are embedded in it.

H. Placing a thick reusable base mat below the double layer containment flooring will reduce

the possibility of stones, etc. puncturing the containment. The mat will also serve as a

back-up for the double layer of tarp. This added precaution is a small sacrifice when

compared to removal of contaminated soil. In some areas, plants and rubbish on the

ground will have to be removed to provide a desirable surface, in addition to placing the

base mat.

I. The containment material should be vacuumed properly before disassembly and reuse.

Alternatively, the contractor may decide to u.se polyethylene on the inside of the

containment, preventing contamination of the base material. The polyethylene sheets

should not be reused and should be disposed of as hazardous waste.

9.0 CONTAINMENT SUPPORT STRUCTURE

A. A framing to support the barrier is required to provide structural soundness to the

containment. The materials used must be the standing type such as metal tube and coupler

scaffolding, tubular light gage bolted frame, pole or outrigger or cantilever type

(FIGURES 11, 12, and 13).

B. Calculations and details for the frames must be developed by a state of Illinois licensed

structural engineer. The members must be designed to carry all applied dead loads, loads

due to differential pressure, and a minimum wind load of 20 lbs/ft^ as required by Section

68-4.1 of the City of Chicago Code.

C. Details of the scaffolding must be in compliance with all applicable OSHA provisions, and

other applicable worker safety regulations.

D. During the erection and/or moving of support structure, care must be exercised so that the

floor covering is not damaged. Clean as necessary debris from non-slip surfaces. At the

completion of work clean all HEPA vacuum all construction aids within the work area

before removal from the work area.

E. For the panial height structure, a floor partition consisting of tarp and scaffolding tubing

may be adequate. The floor partition may be located about 2 feet below the work

platform and need only be designed for the applicable wing loads. Using this

configuration, air circulation equipment located at the work zone should be supponed from

the structure above and falling debris collected in chuted as it falls through the grating of

the work platform. The chutes would then funnel the debris directly outside the work

zone. Allowance should be made for some weight from the falling debris when designing

the work platforms.
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10.0 WORK PLATFORMS

A. From a safety consideration, the work platform should be designed as separate from the

containment structure where possible. This eliminates exposure of the platform to natural

wind loads, reducing the applicable loads to:

1. Weight of platform.

2. Weight of workers.

3. Weight of equipment.

4. Weight of any accumulated blasting media.

5. Incidental loads from the blasting gun.

B. The platforms should be designed for the applicable loads above but not less than 50

Ibs/f^, per Section 3014.0 of the Building Officials & Code Administrators (BOCA)
National Building Code (1990).

C. For work on the elevated beams and ties, suspended metal platforms will provide

convenient access to the work site. Currently, these platforms enjoy widespread use on

bridge maintenance projects. All metallic structures used must be electrically grounded.

In locations where platform mobility is not required, non-metallic elements such as wood

and fiberglass may also be used to construct the work platforms. The Contractor shall

ensure that sufficient skilled workmen and supervisors are used at all times during

execution of this portion of the work, that they are thoroughly familiar with the type of

construction involved, and materials and techniques used.

D. The platforms, shown in FIGURE 14, are suspended from vertical metal tubes, which may
be incrementally adjusted to maintain a comfortable work level, and has rollers attached to

the upper end of the tubes. The rollers are mounted on the lower flanges of the

longitudinal beams with horizontal travel allowed through the use of high tensile steel wire

rope and hand operated or power driven remote controlled winches.

E. The design of the work platform should allow some flexibility when vertical stiffeners at

the bottom flange of the suppon beams prevent obstructions. FIGURE 15 describes a

procedure to resolve this problem.

F. A grating decking is necessary to prevent the accumulation of blasting media on the

platform. The waste should fall directly to the floor where it can be collected for proper

disposal.

G. The technology for this type of work platform is available in a variety of shape and sizes,

and may be single worker or continuous articulated platforms with suspension points at

varied intervals.

H. For safety the system should satisfy OSHA requirements and include the following:

1. Guard rails.

2. Mid-rails.

3. Toe boards.

4. Wire mesh between guard rails and toe boards.
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I. To ensure safety, the following should be included in the work procedures:

1. A minimum factor of safety of four (4) times the maximum intended loads, as

recommended by Section 3014.0 of the BOCA Code, be used. Preferably a factor of

ten (10).

2. The scaffolding design should be reviewed for adequacy and approved by a state of

Illinois licensed structural engineer.

3. The Contractor should thoroughly inspect the bottom flanges of longitudinal beams,

on the elevated structure where rollers are attached, for rust through and take the

appropriate precautions.

4. Each platform be designed with multi-point suspension to increa.se its capacity and

stability.

J. Materials:

1. Structural aluminum manufactured and designed according to:

a. "Engineering Data for Aluminum Structures - Construction Manual Series, Section

3," The Aluminum Association Inc., 900 19th Street, N.W. Washington, D.C.

20006.

b. "Specifications for Aluminum Structures - Construction Manual Series, Section 1,"

The Aluminum Association Inc., 900 19th Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20006.

2. Steel members and accessoiies designed and manufactured according to "Specification

for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members," American Iron and Steel

Institute (AISI), 100 16th Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.

3. Lumber grading rulles and wood species shall comply with Voluntary Products

Standards PS20. Minimum regulatory requirements:

a. Fire hazard classification: Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. for testing lumber and

plywood.

b. Span table: National Forest Products association.

c. Working stresses: Softwood Lumber, National Design Specification, National

Forest Products Association.

4. Fiberglass.

K. Supplier: Swing-Lo Suspended Scaffolding Co.

P.O. Box 120

Covert. MI 49043

Tel: (616) 764-8989

L. The option to purchase or rent components for work platforms should be given careful

consideration. It may be more economical and safe to rent the platforms from a suppher

rather than purchase. The advantage will be realized if platform configurations vary with

locations requiring each installation to be individually engineered. The supplier would

then be responsible for installation, and maintenance, and performance of the systems.
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M. Purchasing is also a viable alternative since the need for the platforms will exist

throughout the duration of the project. The Contractor could justify maintaining a

comprehensive inventory of parts, and hire a trained in-house staff to provide maintenance

and installation based upon the supplier's provided fit-up instructions.

11.0 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM

A. The objective of the pressure differential system is achieved by exhausting air from the

containment to the exterior using High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters. This

pressure differential should be just sufficient that it is:

1

.

Measurable.

2. Cause movement of air from outside the containment to inside at any breach in the

containment barrier.

B. In accomplishing these objectives, it is desirable to remove the least amount of air as

possible from the containment.

C. The magnitude of pressure differential required for a particular application may be

determined from the following effects:

1. 0.01 inches of water column: This pressure is not likely to overcome the natural

forces of infiltration.

2. 0.02 inches of water column:

a. Adequate for areas of where the wind velocities are not expected to exceed 15

miles per hour.

b. Easily maintained with normal procedures, air circulation rates, and available

equipment.

c. Lowest measurable accuracy.

3. 0.03 inches of water column: The maximum pressure differential that is practical to

maintain without special practices. Sheet barriers must be mechanically fastened to

resist skin stresses imposed by this pressure differences.

4. 0.04 inches of water column: Adequate for areas up to 25 miles per hour.

Mechanical fastening required for duct tape etc. Maximum measurable differential

with most commercially available measuring equipment.

5. 0.10 inches of water column: Equivalent to a pressure of approximately 0.52 Ib.s/ft'

of surface area.

C. The Contractor should use a differential pressure meter or manometer to demonstrate that

acceptable containment conditions are maintained.

12.0 AIR RECIRCULATION

A. Provide sufficient free standing air filtering machine inside the work area. Interior

machines may be more efficient since they do not work against a pressure head, ducting,

or restrictive cowling. Each machine should be equipped with HEPA filters to trap

airborne dust as the air is recirculated.
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B. The machines (FIGURE 16) may be arranged in any pattern to promote good air

recirculation, and elimination of stalled spaces. The Contractor may opt to place

recirculating air filtering machines at the immediate work site within the containment as an

engineering control for worker protection, since it reduces the demand for respiratory

protection, thereby providing a healthier environment. Generated dust is drawn away from

the work activity and is captured in the filtering machines.

C. The capacity of the air circulation system is based on the number of air changes required

within the work zone. This number should be derived from experience, be effective in

cleaning the air, achievable. Currently four (4) air changes per hour is acceptable in the

abatement industry.

D. Determine the number of units needed to achieve required air circulation according to the

following procedure:

1. Calculate the total volume of the containment (ft^).

Volume = Area (ft') X Height (ft)

2. Determine total air circulation requirement (ft^/minute) for the work area.

Circulation Required (ftVmin) = (Volume X No. of Changes per hour)/ 60

3. Number of HEPA Filtered Units Required = (Air Circulation)/(Capacity of Unit)

4. Capacity of a unit for purposes of this section is the capacity in cubic feet per minute

with fully loaded filters (pressure differential which causes loaded filter warning light

to come on) in the machine's labeled operating characteristics.

E. The quantity computed above represents the least number of air filtering machines required

to account for exhaust and recirculation. Additional machines should be added to account

for:

1. Restrictive cowling and ducts.

2. Reduced efficiency of filters due to loading.

3. Voltage variations.

F. The fans should be of the centrifugal type with air handling capacity of 1000 to 2000

ftVmin.
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13.0 AIR EXHAUST

A. The differentia] pressure is maintained by exhausting air from the containment area to the

outside (FIGURE 17). As much air as is necessary to maintain the selected differential

pressure should be exhausted from the work area. Of the total volume of air to be

recirculated, the optimum ratio is 25% exhaust and 75% recirculation. The actual quantity

of exhaust air adjusted for:

1. Leakage.

2. Entrance and exit activities.

3. Make-up air from the blasting guns.

a. A compressor provides the source of energy to maintain cleaning rates and

abrasive consumption during blasting. The following Table (Reference F)

indicates the approximate air required for specific nozzle orifices without abrasive

going through the nozzle.

TABLE 1 (AIR CONSUMPTION)

NOZZLE





E. To assist in proper air circulation in the containment area, supplemental make-up air inlets

may be required. Install these inlets by inserting openings in the containment covering at

locations remote from the exhaust units. To avoid back flow in the event of a failure of

the pressure differential system, covers with flaps should be placed on the inlets, allowing

automatic reseal.

F. During the cold weather, outside air introduced to the work area may have to be heated

using air heaters. To reduce the amount of heat build up, it may be desirable to allow

additional air inlet and exhaust in containments where such source of heat exist or where

they are subject to a "greenhouse" effect.

14.0 HEPA FILTERED FAN UNITS

A. Supply the required number of HEPA filtered fan units to the site in accordance with these

specifications. Use units that meet the following requirements.

1. Cabinet:

a. Constructed of durable materials able to withstand damage from rough handling

and transportation.

b. Units to be factory-sealed to prevent hazardous dust from being released during

use, transport, or maintenance.

c. Arranged to provide access to and replacement of all air filters from intake end.

The unit should be mounted on casters or wheels, for easy transport.

d. Separate openings at each end, one for, contaminated air intake and the other for

clean air exhaust.

2. Fans: Rate capacity of fan according to usable air-moving capacity under actual

operating conditions.

3. HEPA Filters:

a. Provide units whose final filter is the HEPA type with the filter media (folded into

closely pleated panels) completely sealed on all edges with a structurally rigid

frame. Provide units with a continuous rubber gasket located between the filter

and the filter housing to form a tight seal.

b. Provide HEPA filters that are individually tested and certified by the manufacturer

to be adequate for the intended use. Provide filters that bear a UL586 label to

indicate ability to perform under specified conditions. Provide filters that are

marked with: the name of the manufacturer, serial number, air flow rating,

efficiency and resistance, and the direction of test air flow.

c. Two-stage prefilters which remove larger particles are required to prolong the

operating life of the HEPA filter.

(1) Low-efficiency type first-stage prefilter, for larger dust particles.

(2) Medium efficiency second-stage or intermediate filter, for small dust particles.

d. The final filter must be a HEPA filter and the filter media must be completely

sealed on all edges with a structurally rigid frame and cross-braced as required.

The exact dimensions of the filter should correspond with the dimensions of the

filter housing inside the cabinet or the dimensions of the filter-holding frame.
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4. Instaimentation:

a. Provide units equipped with:

(1) Magnehelic gauge or manometer to measure the pressure drop across filters

and indicate when filters have become loaded and need to be changed.

(2) A table indicating the usable air-handling capacity for various static pressure

readings on the Magnehelic gauge affixed near the gauge for reference, or the

Magnehelic reading indicating at what point the filters should be changed,

noting air delivery (ftVmin) at that point.

(3) Elapsed time meter to show the total accumulated hours of operation.

5. Safety and Warning Devices: Provide units with the following safety and warning

devices.

6. Electrical (or mechanical) lockout to prevent fan from operating without a HEPA
filter.

7. Automatic shutdown system to stop fan in the event of a rupture in the HEPA filter

or blocked air discharge.

8. Warning lights to indicate normal operation (green), too high a pressure drop across

the filters (i.e., filter overloading) (yellow), and too low of a pressure drop (i.e.,

rupture in HEPA filter or obstructed discharge) (red).

9. Audible alarm if unit shuts down due to operation of safety systems electrical

components.

a. Provide units with electrical components approved by the National Electrical

Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and Underwriter's Laboratories (UL).

b. Each unit is to be equipped with overload protection sized for the equipment.

c. The motor, fan, fan housing, and cabinet are to be grounded.

B. Manufacturers: Manufacturers offering products which may be incorporated in the work

include, but are not limited to, the following:

1. "Aero-Clean 2000" 900 Truman Parkway P.O. Box 189 Bay City, Michigan 48707

2. Asbestos Control Technology, Inc.

3. "Micro-Trap" P.O. Box 183 Maple Shade, NJ 08052, Control Resource Systems, Inc.

4. "Hog" 2000 670 Mariner Drive Michigan City, Indiana, 46360.

5. Global Consumer Services, Inc.

6. "Red Baron" 1721 N. Highland Avenue Los Angeles, CA, 90028.

7. Tri-Dim Filter Corporation, "ACCU-2M" 1431 West Lake Street Chicago, Illinois,

60607.

15.0 RECIRCULATION AND EXHAUST AIR - EXAMPLE PROBLEM:

A. Compressed air is used as the medium for transporting abrasives at high pressure during

lead based paint removal.

B. The quantity of air exiting the spray nozzles is set by the operator of the nozzles as

required to do the work.

C. The following equations can be used to establish air flow in and out of the containment.

(1) Qv = Qcr+Qc + Qr
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(2) Q„ = (V X N)/60

(3) IdPI = |Qy(261U X A,)P

(4) Q„ = Qc

(5) Q, - Q„/0.25

(6) Q, = Qv-Q„

Where: N = No. of air changes per hour

V = Containment Volume; FT^

Q^ - Flowrate at leakage cracks; CFM
Q^= Flowrate for compressed air equipment; CFM
Q^ = Ventilation system flowrate; CFM
Q„ = Exhaust air flowrate; CFM
Or = Recirculated air flowrate; CFM
A| = Leakage area; FT^

ldPI= Pressure difference across containment;"H20

D. The following basic assumptions should be considered for establishing an appropriate

leakage area( A,) for the containment:

1

.

Edges where containment sides are joined and around the containment edge at the

ground.

2. Top of containment where rail tracks are located.

3. Leakage cracks shall be limited to approximately 2% of the areas considered in 1 and

2, above.

4. Crack width at edges shall be no more than 1/8 - inch.

E. CALCULATION PROCEDURE:

1. First, determine the containment volume.

2. Establish number of air changes required.

3. Establish the initial exhaust air flowrate, Q„, using equation (2).

4. Determine the leakage area. A,

5. Establish initial ventilation air, Qv using Equation (5).

6. After Q^ has been established, Q„ and Q^ should be increased to account for air from

the compressed air system, Q„ to establish the final ventilation flowrate Q,,.

7. Then, determine the pressure difference, IdPi, by using Equation (3).

F. CALCULATION:

1. Typical enclosure: L = 150 Ft; W = 50 Ft; H = 20 Ft

Therefore: V = 150 x 50 x 20 = 150,000 FT^

2. Number of air changes = 15

3. Using Equation (2): Q„ = (150,000 x 15)/60 = 37,500 CFM
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4. Leakage Area:

A„ = 0.02x(4x20+2x50+2xl50)x(0.125712) .. (Containment Edges)

= 0.1 ft^

A,, = 50" X 150' X 0.02 (Containment RooO

= 150 ft^

Therefore the total leakage area. A, - A,, + A,2 = 150.1 ft^

5. Using Equation (5): Q, = 37,500/0.25 = 150,000 CFM

6. Using Q„ = 232 CFM for 3/8" no/./.le. Equations (1) and (5):

Q, = 232 + 37,500 + 1 12,500 = 150,232 CFM

and the final Q„ = 37,732 CFM

Note: The increased air flow due to the compressed air nozzles shall be considered as pan

of the exhaust air flowrate during operation of compressed air equipment and not included

with the pressurization calculation.

7. Pressurization:

Using Equation (3): IdPI = [37,500/(2610 x A,)]^

Thus: IdPI = [37,500/(2610 x 150.1)]^

= 0.01 Inch HjO

dP = - 0.01 Inch H2O

16.0 AUXILIARY GENERATOR

A. Provide an auxiliary gasoline-powered self-staning generator with a capacity adequate to

power a minimum of 50% of the HEPA filtered fan units in operation at any time during

the work. Locate the generator outside the work area and protected from weather.

B. Provide a switching relay which will automatically stan auxiliary generator and switch

over power supplied to HEPA filtered fan units to auxiliary generator.

17.0 ELECTRICAL SERVICE

A. Abatement projects are classified under 29CH11926 "Construction Industry Safety and

Health Standards." Each circuit used in the work area should be protected with ground

fault circuit interrupters (GFCl) or the Contractor should have an Assured Equipment

Grounding Program in effect. Protecting the circuit with GFCI's, of proper size and

located in the temporary panel that is exterior to the work area, is the safest since
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significant current leakage will trip the circuit.

B. A weatherproof, grounded temporary electric power service and distribution system will be

required. The circuits should be of sufficient capacity and power characteristics to

performance the work.

C. The electrical requirements may be accomplished using temporary electrical panels, sized

and equipped to accommodate all electrical equipment and required lighting. The

temporary panel is connected to the existing electrical system and should be protected with

a circuit breaker or fused disconnect.

D. Exclude all existing electrical power lines from the work area. All power and lighting to

the work area are to be provided from temporary electrical panel described below. The

Contractor shall protect existing electrical lines, and other utility lines, against physical

damage or destructive conditions.

E. Voltage Differences: Identification warning signs are necessary at power outlets which are

other than 110-120 volt power. Provide polarized outlets for plug-in type outlets, to

prevent insertion of 110-120 volt plugs into higher voltage outlets. Dry type transformers

shall be provided where required to provide voltages necessary for work operations.

F. Circuit breaker type GFCI equipped with test and reset buttons may be used, or as

required by NEC, OSHA, or other authority. Do not use outlet type devices.

G. Electrical Power Cords: Use only grounded extension cords; use "hard-service" cords

where exposed to abrasion and traffic. Use single lengths or use waterproof connectors to

connect separate lengths of electric cords, if single lengths will not reach areas of work.

H. Electrical Wiring in the work area shall be type UP non-metallic sheathed cable. Do not

wire temporary lighting with plain, exposed (insulated) electrical conductors. Use liquid

tight enclosures or boxes for wiring devices. In general run wiring overhead, and exposed

for surveillance and rise vertically where wiring will be at least exposed to damage from

construction operations.

I. Number of Branch Circuits: Provide sufficient branch circuits as required by the work.

All branch circuits are to originate at temporary electrical panel. At minimum provide the

following:

1. One Circuit for each HEPA filtered fan unit.

2. For power tools and task lighting, provide one temporary 4-gang outlet in the

following locations. Provide a separate 110-120 Volt, 20 Amp circuit for each 4-gang

outlet (4 outlets per circuit).

3. One outlet in the work area for each 2500 square feet of work area

J. Comply with applicable NEMA, NEC, UL, other industry-sponsored product selection

standards, and governing regulations for materials and layout of temporary electric service.

K. The Contractor shall retain expert services to establish and implement procedures for the

grounding of the 600 Volt DC railway, since normal industry grounding may be

hazardous.
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ISO LAMPS AND LIGHT FIXTURES

A. Where combined natural lighting and existing lighting in the work area does not satisfy the

required illumination level, temporary or plug-in task lighting should be installed to

provide sufficient illumination for safe work, and to ensure proper workmanship. All

lighting circuits to the work area is to be provided from the temporary electrical panel.

B. The light fixtures should be general service incandescent lamps or fluorescent lamps of the

wattage required for adequate illumination of the work area. Lamps should be protected

with guard cages or tempered glass enclosures. Provide vapor tight fixtures in the work

area, and exterior fixtures for weather or moisture exposure.

C. For general construction lighting, at least one 200-watt incandescent lamp per 1000 ft' of

floor area, uniformly distributed, is required. At the work zone, and in areas subject-to

visual inspection, provide lighting to supply a minimum of 100 foot-candle level.

19.0 HEATING UNITS

A. Temporary heating units may be required to maintain minimum temperatures within the

work area for the following reasons:

1

.

Maintaining a comfortable work environment.

2. Promote curing of the various paint coats.

B. Where available, steam or hot water radiant heat is preferred. Electric resistant fin

radiation supplied from a branch circuit with a ground fault interrupter may also be used.

C. Units should be tested and labeled by either UL, FM, or a recognized trade association

related to the fuel being used.

20.0 COOLING UNITS

A. In order to provide a comfortable working environment, cooling may be needed within the

containment. The amount of cooling required will depend on the following factors:

1. External temperature.

2. Humidity.

3. Amount of ventilation.

4. Exposure to the sun

B. It is desirable to apply less rather than more cooling from a humidity perspective. An
overcooled environment may develop fog which is detrimental to the surface preparation

of the cleaned steel. Continuous evaluation of the cooling needs should be made and the

level of cooling revised as necessary.

C. When cooling units are required, they should consist of a fan coil located in the work area,

and a compressor and heat rejection coil located outside the work area. The seal between

the inside and outside units should be frequently checked.

D. Normal engineering requirements calculations can be used to determine cooling

requirements. The cooling units should have the capacity to provide approximately 20,000
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BTU's of cooling per 8000 ft of containment area.

21.0 EMERGENCY FACILITIES

A. The following describes chemical toilets to be used in the work area if no existing

facilities are available.

B. Self-Contained Toilet Units: Provide single-occupant self-contained toilet units of the

chemical type, properly vented and fully enclosed with a glass fiber reinforced polyester

shall or similar non-absorbant material.

C. Toilets: Provide one self contained chemical toilet unit in the Work Area for each 30

workers. Facilities shall be maintained throughout the work. At the end of the job,

facilities shall be decontaminated.

D. Use qualified tradesmen for installation of temporary services and facilities. Locate

temporary services and facilities where they will serve the entire project adequately and

result in minimum interference with the performance of the work. Require that tradesmen

accomplishing this work be licensed as required by local authority for the work performed.

Relocate, modify and extend services and facilities as required during the course of work

so as to accomodate the entire work of the project.

22.0 FIRST AID SUPPLIES

A. Comply with governing regulations and recognized recommendations within the

construction industry.

23.0 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

A. Provide type "ABC" dry chemical extinguishers, or a combination of several extinguishers

of NFPA recommended types for the exposures in each case. Locate fire extinguishers

where they are most convenient and effective for their intended purpose, but provide not

less than one extinguisher in each Work Area.

B. Comply with the applicable recommendations of NFPA Standard 10, "Standard for

Portable Fire Extinguishers."

24.0 REFERENCES

A. "Asbestos Abatement & Management in Buildings", Second Edition, National Institute of

Building Sciences.

B. Various Brochures & Pamphlets, Swing-Lo Suspended Scaffolding Company, Covert,

Michigan.

C. City of Chicago Building Code, 1991.

D. BOCA National Building Code, 1990.

E. "Methods of Containing Dust and Debris in an Air Abrasive Blasting Operation", SSPC
Application Training Bulletin, R. Philip Calvo, Marshall Seavey.
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F. "Good Painting Practice", Steel Structures Painting Manual, Volume 1, Second Edition,

Steel Structures Painting Council. 4400 Fifth Avenue. Pittsburgh, PA 15213.
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EXPOS'JPES

Sackaround

ABATEMENT PROGRAM FOR "IN- PLACE" LEAD

J.L3P is the most serious source of children's exposure. Th€
ATS2R estimates that 12 million children are exposed to lead-
painted hones, and that almost six million are exposed to tr.e

highest concentrations, m homes built before 1940.

In 1971, under the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Ac
(LSPPFA), HUD began restricting FHA mortgages for new dwellings
to those with paint that did not contain more than one percent
lead. In 1973, amendments to the LBPPPA reduced this level to
0.5 percent, and designated HUD as the principal Federal agency
to eliminate the hazard of LBP in housing.

In 1987, Congress enacted the Housing and Conununity
Development Act, which among other things required HUD to prepar
plans for the abatement of lead-based paint hazards in housing.
A plan. Comprehensive and Workable Plan for the Abatement of
Lead-Based Paint m Privately Owned Housing , was released in
December 1990. Another plan addressing lead-based paint
abatement in public housing is scheduled for completion by late
1991.

In 1988, Congress directed EPA and HUD to effect a

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) , under which EPA would prcvioe
technical and program development support to HUD. EPA and HUD
signed the MOU in April of 1989, identifying the following areas
of technical and managerial assistance:

accreditation of abatement personnel,
establishment of training and information centers,
intergovernmental relations,
identification of gaps in existing technical standards,
new technical standard-setting, and
public outreach and education.

EPA's current work is in two major areas:

assistance in developing technical information
necessary to effectively administer abatement programs,
and
program assistance to help HUD and public housing
personnel administer the program, and ensure that
contractor/designer personnel do their work well.

CDC has historically directed the targeted lead screening
program that identified lead-poisoned children, and has long
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advocated inter-/ention to lower ebL in children resu^t^nc --LB?. Recently, the Assistant Secretary for Heal" ask^S C"c":
'n^udNn/a"?t'na\°e%''"'"^'^^'^ chxldhood lead pr^le^ '"' "
-nc.jc-ng abating lead paint m deteriorated housmc EPA
a-a-s?f o^^^""" '° ^^'^ '" perfonning a detauiS'^cost/fce.e ^ ^

-

a a vsis of the program. CDC is expected to further love^ r-r'
^-uL:t nl

°^ ""«'-" from 25 Mg/dl, significantly increallng""-e..unrer of children above the action level. ^
"c. easing ...e

r.^-°^^^'
agencies also play a role in LBP abatemenr-'ela-e-^

C oIoe^Apn.'"/'!'' "^ "^^ ^^°^^^^ ^^^ residential pliit^c
-e .-o-^^ nroJf^:-

"""-^ '^ actively pursuing a reassLs:.er.rc

-

^..e -c-.<er protection issue. NIST is currently unde- c—— = --'--
r.'-u on a nurJDer of research issues related to measu-e.-ne-'uscr.niques and procedures for lead in paint-films and"dust.

c-'^biin'irboth^f
^°^ ^^^ largest single share of EBL. The LH?

I'Z^: 5°^^ ^^-5e and complex; the magnitude of these

a-d Inn?L ?^ ^° ^?^ difficulty and expense involved in findi^^
^=A

^^-^P^J^^^'t^^^^solutions. This is exacerbated because, vhUe'"
:;^!V?°^'^^;/^^^^^^ agencies can plan and other-^ise assist
:::.* 7"*w^:

^^^^^ agencies are not equipped to perform most
t^rit'ttt^^''^''^ ^°^^- This field v2rk will liLl^^ pe^fc^e--> property owners under State and local government progj^ms
Veeds

-fc^^^:r„i^ ?!^!"^^*^ ^° achieving the first of this strategy's
Vf^IVr !

exposure to LSP be significantly reduced. T>-e-e

-^A J^rLrjnc^^.rS^"'?^^* ^""^ various strategic plans that'
- A HLD and CDC are developing for dealing with LBP. state arc
c^^?-' -=r^J"°^-'^^e

°"=^^^^° ^«"=« involved. Given the mlgn-!udec. tne problem these jurisdictions will work with proce-ty--..e.s who will conduct most of the actual abatement wirk.

Guidance is needed on acceptable lead levels in dust
::!"i^*"^

^"° ^^ ^° ^"^^le programs to set goals to reduce...ese exposures. The relative contribution to dust from LBP and

'or .o??^'
^° ?" "^^^lished; and improved measuremenrmethods

^olts MoJ^^^nJ^^?"*^''^*'^ ^° ^* developed to reduce abatement
tttl^^r-u ^ cost-effective LBP abatement and managementapproaches have to be developed.

a-at^ilnl°''ti^ti^^^.^ ^^^^ ^"^° ^^"* ^^"^-^ categories: direct
^~f^?;!"^\J'=^"^'=^^, support and research; and operational

oronS;. J^^Kn^"?
involves planning and implementing abatementprojects, technical support and research involves providing

^^nJJJi^i^K" ''"i
information; and operational support involves

Examn^^! o5%h"^Kf^r'''^"" "•'*^*'^ ^° support abatement programs,
fnd ?^H ^2^'^^f''^

category include PbB screening, trainingand lab accreditation programs.
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Planned/P.ecommended Actions

HUD will maintain responsibility for abatement prograr.s as
stipulated in the LBFPPA, and State and local governments should
r.aintain or assume responsibility for abatement operations. The
infrastructure programs will be handled by either KUD or
associated agencies. In some cases (e.g., lab accreditation
prcgra.-s and development of standard refere.nce materials) , t.hese
r.ay continue to be performed by NIST under contract to HL'D.

In EPA, both OTS and ORD will be involved in providing
technical support to HUD. EPA will use its technical facilities
and expertise to address research and technical questions on
exposure and analytical methods. In its research and technical
support functions, EPA will assist in establishing support
progra.T.s, but the operation of these programs should reside r.cre

closely to ongoing abatement efforts.

A Lead-based Paint Task Force, made up of EPA, HUD, CDC,
NIST, and other Federal agencies, has been resolving these
ir.pcrtant research areas by identifying and developing
initiatives to reduce exposures to in-place lead. A supplemental
Congressional appropriation provided resources for these
initiatives.

EPA will continue to pursue integrated strategic planning
with both CDC and HUD. EPA will continue to provide technical
support to HUD, and will coordinate closely with NIST and other
agencies. CDC will play a similar role with respect to medical
issues .

EPA's Office of Toxic Substances and Office of Research and
Development, along with HUD, CDC, OSHA, CFSC, and NIST, have met
vith lead industry representatives, and these meetings may lead
to a joi.nt industry-Government research program in the area of
L3P testing and abatement.

OTS is currently pursuing the following specific
i.nitiatives:

Completion of model curricula for three role-specific
training courses (for inspectors, abatement
super'/isors, and workers) in 1S91. A course for
abatement project designers will be developed by 1992.

Establishment of one or two training centers, which
will aid in the dissemination of training courses
throughout the country. Thase will be established in

1991.
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Provide worker training grants to major groups after
the model course materials are completed. This will c
funded during late 1991.

Initiate a flagship lead center at a leacJing
university, to serve as a focal point for inforaaricr.
transfer and to stimulate quality training by other
organizations. This center will be established durir.::
FY 1991.

Promote state lead training programs wit.^. seed grar.t.3
to at least two states. It is expected t.har this
program will be funded in late FY 1991.

Develop a risk communication strategy to inform t.-.e

public, industry, labor, environmentalists, etc. on
health risks associated with LBF exposure. This will
be prepared in 1991.

Study of low-cost repair and maintenance activities
(management in place) . The pilot study will be
completed in spring 1991; the study will continue
through 1993.

Study of the long-term effectiveness of abatement
methodologies. A pilot study is expected to be
completed in FY 1991; field work is expected to begin
in FY 1991 and continue through FY 1993.

Preparation of a Report to Congress on the
applicability of RCRA to wastes generated from L3P
abatement. This will be submitted to 0MB in 1991.

Continuation of support to HUD on the Guidelines for
LBP abatement in public and Native American housing.
This includes analysis of data collected by HUD in a

national study and demonstration project. This will
occur throughout 1991.

Development of a teat protocol to evaluate the
effectiveness and durability of LBP encapsulants . This
will be completed in 1991.

Evaluation of LBP test kits for commercial and home use
(with NIST and ORD) , throughout 1991.

Development of key components of a laboratory
accreditation program (with NIST and ORD) , including
the development of protocols and standard reference
materials for various analytical methods, throughout
1991.
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Development of a comnunity-based prinary preventicr.
strategy/program for lead poisoning. This effort, tc
be accomplished through a grant to the Alliance to Er.z

Childhood Lead Poisoning, will result in a guide for
local governments to develop multi-media 'primary
prevention programs. This guide should be completed ::

1992.

URBAN SOIL

Background

Lead-contaminated urban soil — soil contaminated by (l)

non-industrial sources of lead such as paint, gasoline and
household wastes (e.g., used oil); and (2) industrial sources,
(e.g., battery recycling sites, mining and milling sites, and
smelters) -- might contribute together as much as 30 percent of
exposures leading to EBL in children. Next to LBP, urban soil
and dust are believed to be the most important source of lead
exposure for children in many urban residential areas. There are
perhaps 12 million children exposed to high soil lead levels.
These exposures are often related to exposures from LBP — wit.h
exterior paint breaking down to contaminate the soil, and the
soil being tracked into residences.

Although EPA ' s Office of Emergency and Remedial Response
(OERR) currently has a number of programs underway to address
soil, the focus is primarily upon soil contaminated by industrial
sources. An exception to this is OERR's Three City Study. Under
Section 111(b)(6) of SARA, OERR, with advice from ORD, CDC, the
department of Agriculture (USDA) and others, is conducting a 515
-iilion pilot program in Boston, Baltimore and Cincinnati to
evaluate the impact of removal of lead-contaminated soil and dust
on children's PbB.

Boston was selected in 1987, based on evidence of high soil
lead attributable to paint, and high EBL's in children.
Baltimore and Cincinnati were selected in 1988. The studies use
widely available (low technology) means of removing lead-
contaminated soil and dust.

The study has three components

:

- pre-abatement monitoring for PbB and environmental lead
(i.e., soil, dust, water, and paint);

- abatement of soil and dust contaminated. with lead; and
post-2Lbatement monitoring.

All three cities have completed pre-abatement monitoring and are
in the process of abatement. EPA will complete the study by the
end of 1992.
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Although believed to be one of the tvo most serious sources
of lead exposure, far less is known about urban soil than about
e::ther paint or drinking water. Data are limited .'oh' the locatic.-
a.-.d severity of the problem, on the extent to which abateTr.er.t is
required, and on the best procedures for achieving abatement.
More information is needed to better characterize the problem, 'z
determine pathways of exposure, and to determine effective
remediation methods, as well as to developing methods to identify
geographic "hot spots".

Planned/Recommended Actions

EPA's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response (CSWi?.)

is responsible for actions involving lead abatement at NFL sites.
Given the current lack of knowledge regarding urban soil,
priority will be given to develop information about the problem
and on methods of remediation. EPA will seek to establish a

joint effort with HUD, CDC and ATSDR to promote and assist a

national effort to identify the locations, extent,
bioavailability and severity of lead-contaminated soil.

ZrA's Region 5 has initiated a multi-year (1991 to 1993),
Sl.l million project called the Lead Education/Abatement Program,
or Project LEAP, to address exposures from contaminated soil and
paint. This project, which is the result of an OPPE/Region 5

Comparative Risk Project, includes education, intervention,
abatement of public and private areas, waste minimization, source
controls, and pilot clean-up.

In 1991, Region 5 will develop a database of exposure
(various media and pathways) to be used in a geographic
information system application. They will then map the data and
prioritize geographic areas on which to concentrate efforts
(education, pollution prevention, and ibatement activities).
The Region will also initiate pollution prevention discussions
vit.h air sources of Pb. They will coordinate the development of

education and training activities with OTS, and request
assistance from the States in the Region. Finally, they will
determine the compliance status of major sources of Pb, and
i.nitiate enforcement action as appropriate.

Region 5 will refine and update the exposure database in

19S2. They will also initiate pollution prevention discussions
with sources of Pb in targeted areas, with the goal of achieving
even greater multi-media reductions in Pb releases than included
in EP.\'s Industrial Toxics Program. They will begin
inpleme.ntation of the education prograai (developing and
distributing brochures, stickers, coloring books, etc.), and will

begin intervention efforts (distribution of calcium supplements,
etc.). Finally, they will perform an abatement pilot project in
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projections of current exposure. In 1986, EPA estiaated that
approximately 20 percent of the population was exposed to lead
levels over 20 ppb in first-flush water. These data are bei.-.c
used to estimate baseline risks as part of the current reviews c:

the drinking water regulation and the lead National A-ibient Air .

Quality Standard (NAAQS)

.

C
'

' '

Assuming the highest PbB to water lead relationships
available in the literature, steady exposure to'^2-0 ppb in
drinking water would contribute between 2.5-3.5 Mg/dl to a
child's FbB. Most people are probably exposed to lower levels c'
lead in drinking water, and only a small fraction is exposed tc
much higher levels. Therefore, drinking water actually
contributes a smaller amount for most of the population. Cr.

average, t.his is estimated at between one and two yg/dl.

EPA currently estimates that among U.S. children not livi.-.c
in deteriorating lead-painted housing, and not exposed to highly
contaminated soils, approximately 3.5 percent have PbB above IC
ug/dl. Even if lead in drinking water could be completely
eliminated, the percentage of children with PbB above 10 jiq/dl
would be reduced to 1,4 percent, although this shift would be
relatively small -- from about 11 to 9 ^xq/dl on average.

Final Drinking Water Regulations

In 1988, EPA proposed revisions to the National Primary
Drinking Water Regulation for lead under the SDWA. The major
provisions of the proposal were for water suppliers to monitor
lead levels in first-flush, standing water in high-risk homes,
and to install and improve corrosion control and conduct public
education if lead levels were above various targets. The current
standard is a Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) of 50 ppb measured
at free-flowing taps located throughout the distribution system.
The Agency is considering reducing this 50 ppb MCL to a 15 ppb
first flush "Action Level" at the tap. The Agency is also
considering requiring corrosion control, public education, source
water monitoring and possible treatment, and lead service line
replacement if the 15 ppb "Action Level" is exceeded in more than
10% of samples from high-risk homes (90th percentile) . Further,
EPA is considering whether to require all large systems (those
ser'/ing more than 50,000 people) to optimize corrosion control
for lead without jeopardizing overall water quality. ODW plans
to promulgate the rule in April 1991.

ODW estimates that the final rule will result in the average
PbB among children not exposed to paint or soil contamination
hazards dropping from 5.3 to approximately 4.7 Mg/dl. EPA
estimates that actions by water systems to comply with the
revised rule will reduce exposures for millions of Americans.
Approximately half a million children will have their blood lead
levels reduced to below 10 nq/dl. Although the average shift
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vill be relatively small, some children will have very
significant decreases in blood lead.

I-clementation •/• -'
i

•

The SDWA requires drinking water recpjlations ts be
technologically and economically feasible. Whiie_ corrosion
control and lead service line replacement meet those criteria, i*

is difficult to predict the precise effectiveness of these
treatments in reducing lead levels at household taps. ODW
estimates that even after corrosion control, at least 17,000 of
the 66,000 public water systems would exceed a 90th percentile
level of 15 ppb.

In the final regulation, the Agency is considering whether
to account for the liniits of available technology by: 1) allcwinc
systems that fail the target tap lead level to be considered in
compliance if they demonstrate they have taken reasonable actions
to minimize lead levels from sources under their control (e.g.,
corrosion control, source water treatment if required by States,
and possible lead ser-zice line replacement); and 2) requiring
systems that exceed the target tap lead level to regularly inforri

customers of easy ways that exposures from household plumbing can
be minimized (e.g., not drinking first flush water after long
standing times, checking for lead solder and pipes) . ODW
conducted a pilot public education program in Raleigh, Nort.h
Carolina, that resulted in behavior changes to reduce lead
exposures. Materials developed from this pilot study will be
applied in the final rulemaking. ODW is developing brochures
and other communication materials for use by water suppliers.

Finally, ODW will use university-based centers to train
vater suppliers, engineers, and regulators on practical ways to

minimize water corrosivity and reduce lead levels in drinking
vater. This effort is being conducted in cooperation with
national corrosion control experts and large metropolitan water
suppliers

.

Planned Actions

Several ongoing efforts should significantly reduce
exposures to lead in drinking water. The 1986 Amendments to the
SDW'A banned the use of lead solder from public water supply
systems, and from plumbing in residential or non-residential
facilities connected to a public water system. The use of pipes
or faucets containing more than eight percent lead was also
banned. Given that much of the lead contamination cooes from
water standing in faucets and in interior plumbing, effective
implementation of this ban is a high ODW priority. Although
States have authority to enforce the ban, ODW has used a

combination of regulatory and non-regulatory strategies to assist
States and localities, including guidance and training for
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a wcrSw-case city, including abarement of soil, dust, and pa;
This vill be expanded to six areas or communities in 1S93.

The interia and final results of this prograta will be
extreaely useful to other Regions. OTS and OERR will assist
Region 5 to ensure that plans, progress, and results are
ccitir.unicated. ' •

SVPEPFUND SITES

In 1988, ATSDR published its report on lead poisoning ir.

children, as required by SARA 5118(f). In June 1990, ATSDR
published a toxicological profile for lead, as directed by the
Ccnprehensive Environmental Response, Conpensation, and Liabilitv
Act (CERCLA) §104 (i) (2).

More than 400 NPL sites have lead designated as a major
contani.nant or as a contaminant of concern in one or more media.
T.hese may include battery manufacturing or recycling sites, a.-.d

mining and milling sites. The mining and milling sites, or
residuals left by these activities, can involve large volumes a.-.d

surface area, and can affect children, adjacent residents, and
workers. The extent to which this contamination has contributed
to EBL in the surrounding populations is unknown. PbB levels are
not routinely measured at Superfund sites.

Soil lead levels are routinely measured at Superfund sites.
At seme mining sites, these levels have exceeded 10,000 ppn lead.
CERR issued interim guidance last year indicating that lead soil
levels at Superfund sites should be cleaned up to levels of 500
to loco ppn.

CSVTER is working with ORD to provide methods for deter:ninir.g
site-specific soil lead standards. One of the methods being
developed is a biokinetic uptake model for lead.

In June 1990, OERR recomoended a cleanup level of 15 ppb for
lead in groundwater near Superfund sites if that water is usable
for drinking water. This cleanup level, to be used until the
lead drinJcing water standard is promulgated, is based upon
analyses generated by the Office of Drinking Water (ODW) in
developing the drinking water regulations using a 10 ij,q/dl Pb3
criterion.

Finally, an adjusted reportable quantity for lead will be
completed. This will extend CERCLA §102 (b) requirements for
notification of release of hazardous substances to lead.
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REGULATORY AND POLLUTION PRZVZNTION PROGRAM

E3L today is largely due to exposures to "in-place" lead
previously deposited. Therefore, the highest public health
priority is to abate exposures to this "in-place" ' lead -- with
particular emphasis on L3P and lead-contaminated urban soil.

There are, however, some continuing sources -of new lead --

particularly lead smelters and drinking water — that warrant
atte.^.tion by EPA. These exposures, in contrast to those frcr.

"in-place" lead, are amenable to reg\ilatory control. While E?A
has limited reg^ilatory authority to address "in-place" lead, it
has ample authority under several statutes to restrict curre.'-.t

and future consumption of lead which might add to new exposures.
This may include both traditional emission control restrictions
as well as pollution prevention measures that could, for example,
result in the use of new smelting technologies to reduce the
amount of lead waste generated. In addition, EPA may encourage
pollution prevention measures to reduce the amount of lead in
products

.

This section summarizes the roles of the various EPA Offices
in controlling new or ongoing lead pollution. All of these
activities are under consideration, but a final decision has yet
to be made regarding some of thea. It is important to note that
the activities summarized here, while significant and important
i.n reducing lead contamination for specific localized populations
as well as ecosystems, are not sufficient in themselves to
adequately achieve the goal of significantly reducing the blood
lead levels of children at highest risk. Achieving this
objective is dependent upon significantly reducing risks due to
L3P and urban soil.

OFFICE OF DRINKING WATER fODW)

Background

Lead occurs in drinking water primarily due to corrosion of
lead-bearing materials in water supply distribution systems
(e.g., service lines, goosenecks, water meters) and in household
plumbing (e.g., lead-soldered copper pipes; brass faucets, and
brass fixtures) . The highest levels are found in areas with
corrosive waters, especially in older urban areas with lead
service lines and mains, in homes with newly-installed lead
solder (though now illegal) and brass faucets, and in buildings
with drinking water coders containing lead-lined tanks. Nearly
everyone is exposed to lead in drinking water at some level.
Concentrations vary widely from city to city, house to house, and
even at the same tap depending on standing time of the water and
temperature. There are very few data to make reliable nationwide
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Regions and States, an aggressive outreach program to educate
consuaers, and technical assistance to manufacturers of plui^hir.g
fixtures. OTS , in conjunction with ODW and industry, is
considering using TSCA §6 (a) to ban the sale of lead solder to
plunders and plumbing supply houses, to further iensure
conpliance.

The Lead Contamination Control Act (LCCA) o^f- 1988 mandated
recall of drinking water coolers with lead-lined water reser-/oir
tanks, and banned the manufacture or sale of drinking water
coders with lead parts. ODW has developed a program to help
schccls correct lead contamination problems. This includes (i;

distributing a guidance document and testing protocol to monitor
for and remedy excessive lead levels in drinking water; (2)

conducting training on how to follow the necessary procedures;
(3) producing a training video; (4) publishing lists of brands
and models of water coolers containing lead; and (5) publishing
names of certified analytical laboratories.

ODW has also established a Safe Drinking Water Hotline to
provide information on the. LCCA, the lead ban, and other aspects
of lead in drinking water.

OFFICE OF SOLID WASTE fOSW)

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act fRCRA)

Land Ban

In response to the 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments
to RCRA, OSW promulgated the "Third third" rule in June 1990.
This rule specifies treatment standards (Best Demonstrated
Available Technology, or BDAT) for hazardous wastes exhibiting
the toxicity characteristic for lead, destined for land disposal.
Earlier land ban regulations have also established treatment
standards for lead in listed wastes. Land disposal includes any
placement of hazardous waste in a landfill, surface impoundment,
wastepile, injection well, or other placement on the land. This
rule may establish more stringent requirements on temporary
storage of spent batteries pending recycling. While BDAT for
batteries is recovery of the lead, OSW is debating whether
certain storage areas for lead-containing products awaiting
recycling are considered wastepiles. Under the land ban, wastes
must meet a treatment standard before being placed in piles. OSW
has granted a two-year capacity variance for these storage areas
pending a final decision on this issue. A decision to treat
smelter storage areas as wastepiles could contribute to a

reduction in recycling capacity, if smelters choose to close
rather than meet the new requirements.
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Toxicity Characteristic r^;^<-hinc Procediire CTCLP)

OSW published a final rule in March 1990, under Subtitle Z

cf RCRA, replacing the Extraction Procedure (EP) leach test v^--
the TCLP. Under the EP, if a waste was a solid^ •'hpmcgenecus
material,, a sample of the waste could be tested' using the
structural integrity procedure (SIP) , and did not have to be
ground to pass through a 9 . 5 mm sieve the way ^11 other wastes
did. The TCLP no longer allows the use of the SIP for any
vastes, although alternatives to the grinding requirement are
teing evaluated.

In addition, the final rule has a regulatory limit of 5 cc-
fcr lead in the TCLP leachate, based on the current drinking
water standard of 50 ppb. OSW will evaluate whether to cnar.ce
the regulatory limit once the revised drinking water standard,
currently under development, is promulgated.

Bot.h of these actions could cause additional secondary
smelter slag to be considered hazardous waste, although other
modifications to the standard setting procedure under
consideration could offset the effect of the revised drinking
water standard.

If additional slag is therefore characterized as hazardous
waste, more secondary smelters will be required to comply with
Subtitle C requirements. If, for example, a smelter is dispcsi.-.g
of hazardous slag at its own on-site landfill, the smelter will
have to comply with Subtitle C hazardous waste management
requirements, including corrective action for all solid waste
management units at the facility. These costs may cause some
secondary smelters to choose to close.

Reculator^/ Determination on Mineral Processing Wastes

Lead slag from primary lead smelting is one of twenty
mineral processing wastes currently excluded from regulation
under RCRA Subtitle C. OSW is currently evaluating whether any
of these twenty wastes should be regulated under Subtitle C,

which would include permitting, manifesting, and on-site and off-
site waste management activities. Subtitle C regulation may be
warranted for lead slag because of its toxicity, documentation cf
damages, and widespread distribution of waste off-site. However,
Subtitle C regulation could also contribute to economic
disruption of the primary smelting industry; this is discussed
further under the "Battery Cluster" section of this document.
OSW plans to make its Regulatory Determination by June 1991.

Source Separation

OSW is considering issuing an Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (ANPR) to solicit comments on a number of options to
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er.ccurage recycling. OSW is also studying current State battery
recycling programs, and will develop and distribute inf oraaticr.
en the proper implementation of cost-effective, environmentally
sound lead-acid battery recycling.

CFFICE OF TOXIC SUBSTA^JCES (OTS)

Tcxic Substances Control Act fTSCA) "^ .

TSCA Lead Pollution Prevention Plan

The use of lead in products presents two types of exposures;

exposures that occur from specific lead products durir.c:

or immediately following production or use; and
potential exposures that might occur from any lead-
bearing product at some time in the future after
disposal

.

OTS has two regulatory objectives with respect to each type
cf exposure if they present, unreasonable risks. In the first
instance, OTS intends to (1) prevent new uses of lead, and (2)

limit or, if appropriate ban, current uses of lead, if they
present an unreasonable risk of injury to human health or the
environment due to exposures generated during production or use.

For the second type of exposure, OTS plans to (1) encourage
environmentally sound recycling of essential products which
contain lead as essential component (e.g., lead acid storage
batteries) , and (2) explore the desirability and feasibility of
discouraging overall consumption of lead in general.

Traditional pollution control rules, as well as pollution
prevention efforts to reduce the amount of lead generated
(including economic incentive or market-based approaches) may be
suitable ways of addressing these exposures. OTS will examine
bct.h benefits and costs of possible actions, including an
analysis of materials which would be substituted for lead in

specific products. OPPE is working closely with OTS to evaluate
t.hese alternative approaches.

Prevention of new uses of lead posino unreasonable risks

While new lead uses continue to be developed, they are net
subject to EPA scrutiny prior to commercial production. OTS is

considering rulemaking to require advance notice from anyone
intending to manufacture or process lead for a new use, in order
to ensure that these uses do not pose unreasoneible risks. This
would afford EPA an opportunity to review the intended new use
and, where risks are unreasonable, to either limit or ban it.
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Phase-out cf ru^rent uses of lead posing unreasonable risks

Several uses of lead that generate risk during use may he
candidates for bans or restrictions under several,- Federal
statutory authorities. OTS will perform a regulatory
investigation on these uses, considering the benefits cf each
product relative to the risks, in order to determine if the risk
is "unreasonable" and should be regulated under TSCA. Uses
currentiv under consideration for a ban or restriction under TSC;
include:'

brass and bronze plumbing fittings and fixtures
(scheduled proposal January 1992),
lead solder used to join water pipes (scheduled
proposal January 1992), and

- lead in non-residential paint.

This list may be expanded in the future.

Battery recycling

In 1989, 1,012,155 metric tons of lead, approximately 80
percent of total domestic consumption, went into batteries.
Because of the amount of lead involved, EPA is considering a rule
to increase and maintain the rate of battery recycling, in order
to reduce risks due to lead discarded in the environment and to
primary lead mined.

Somewhere between 80 to 95 percent of spent batteries are
currently recycled; however, lead acid batteries still comprised
65% cf all lead in municipal solid waste in 1988. In addition,
if the price of lead again falls, the market may not support ever.

the current recycling rate. OTS is considering a rule to
encourage battery recycling in an environmentally sound manner,
and to sustain high recycling rates through world market price
fluctuations. This rule is scheduled to be proposed in October
1991. EPA is involved in a regulatory negotiation, scheduled to

run through April 1991, to determine the best methods to
encourage maximum recycling.

The regulatory negotiation is considering a variety of
approaches, including requiring battery manufacturers to include
some specified fraction of recycled lead in the total amount cf

lead they need to produce new batteries; require the battery
distribution chain to accept any spent batteries returned for
recycling; a combination of both approaches, or another
mechanism. This rule is particularly amenable to a market-based
approach using economic incentives, and this option is being
jointly explored by OPPE and OTS.
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Additional potential restr;ctions of lead

OTS plans to publish an. ANPR in 1991 under TSCA which will
begin the process of examining the feasibility and desirability
cf additional restrictions on lead. If OTS determines that the '

risK:s of lead use are unreasonable, this will be'/follbwed by a

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR) with proposed regulatory
remedies. A variety of TSCA §6 (a) rules are possible, including
rules that would restrict general consumption of lead or provide
economic incentives for reducing lead use, based on a balancing
cf the benefits to society of such reductions against their
associated costs.

Final risk management decisions regarding the entire TSCA
lead regulatory program will be made after consideration of
conmenrs received on the ANPR, status of other rules, and
evaluation of an economic incentives analysis.

OFFICE OF AIR QUALITY PLANKING AND STANDARDS (OAQPS)

Background

The current lead NAAQS was set in 1978 at 1.5 ng/m^

,

quarterly average. EPA ' s primary mechanism for attaining the
NAAQS has been the reduction of lead in gasoline. In addition,
lead emissions from industrial sources have been substantially
reduced by State Implementation Plans (SIP's) designed to attain
the particulate matter and lead NAAQS. Further reductions have
also resulted from the New Source Performance Standard (NSPS) for
sT.elters. In combination, these control programs have resulted
in major reductions in air lead and in children's PbB. Available
data indicate that the lead NAAQS is being attained in all areas
except those near lead smelters, refineries and remelters. In
t.hese areas, exposures are due both to current emissions and to
resuspension of soil contaminated by past emissions. OAQPS has
developed a compliance strategy to bring these areas into
attainment.

Strategy for achieving attainment of the current lead NAAOS

Twenty-nine sources (four primary smelters, 23 secondary
smelters, one lead refinery and one lead remelter) have been
identified under OAR's attainment strategy. Monitoring data from

the sources with monitors indicate that 10 of the 11 do not
attain the current NAAQS. Fifteen other smelters had modelled
violations.

Non-attainment is due either to non-compliance with SIP
emission limits, or to insufficient SIP emission limits which
would not result in attainment of the NAAQS even with full
compliance. Bringing an area into attainment with the NAAQS
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typically involves three steps: (a) monitoring air quality, (b)

developing control plans (SIP requirements) , and (c) enforcing
these regulations. However, in developing SIP requirements, a

series of estimates must be made to determine the emission
reduction needed to attain the NAAQS . Because of uncertainties
in such estimates, some areas might not attain tii^ 'NAAQS even
vhen all sources in the areas are in compliance with their SI?
requirements. When this occurs, EPA can initiate a SIP revisicr.

Because the 42 facilities in the OAQPS Extended Exposure
Analysis affect only their immediate vicinity, the number cf
children at risk is small compared to the number of children at
risk from LBP, contaminated urban soil or drinking water.
However, non-attainment of the NAAQS adds significantly to the
PbB level of these children. OAQPS estimates that the number cf
children near these facilities with PbB greater than 10 isg/dl
would be reduced about 50 percent, from approximately 800 to 40C,
if the current NAAQS was attained in all areas of the country.

OAQPS 's lead NAA.QS attainment strategy, approved by the
Deputy Administrator, contains four 'activities

:

1. Expand monitoring to all 29 large lead sources.

An expanded ambient monitoring initiative is underway to
provide the necessary ambient monitoring database near
stationary lead sources. Ambient monitoring networks will
be initiated near each of the sources, and initial ambient
air data analyses should be complete by June 30, 1991.

2. Conduct Federal inspections of all 29 sources.

As scheduled, the Regions completed inspections of each cf
t.he 29 sources by December 31, 1990. Approximately six of
these sources were found to be in violation.

3. Implement "leveraged enforcement" by coordinating with other
program offices (multi-media approach)

.

OAQPS has asked the Regions to develop enforcement actions
by January 31, 1991; negotiate multi-media consent
agreements by October 30, 1991; and achieve emission
reductions expeditiously thereafter.

4. Designate, or require States to designate, non-attainment
areas with respect to the lead NAAQS, and to require SIP
revisions for these areas.

EPA began the designation process in October 1990. States
must respond by February 1991, and designations will be
final by June 1992. Revised SIP'S will be due by the end of

1993, and attainment of the NAAQS is expected by mid-1997.
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MAAQS review

The Clean Air Act (CAA) requires that EPA review the NA^.'^s

every five years and make any appropriate revisions.. The
scientific and technical assessment portion of the lead NAAQS
review was completed in January 19S0, when the Clean Air
Scientific Advisory Committee gave final closuri -on the lead
Staff Paper and the supplement to the Addendum to the Criteria
DccuiTient. CASAC concluded that: (a) EPA should set a NAAQS tr.at

minimizes the number of children with PbB greater than 10 /ig/cl,
(b) a NAAQS at the upper end of the range under consideration
(1.0 to 1.5 ij.g/m^) offers little if any margin of safety, and (c,

peculations not quantitatively analyzed in EPA exposure modelling
should be considered for setting a margin of safety on the NAJkQS .

CASAC also asked EPA to examine a NAAQS of 0.25 ^q/m^ , if only tc
provide perspective on the higher alternatives.

OAQPS has analyzed the effect of NAAQS revisions by
reviewing 42 lead point sources — the 29 sources identified for
the NAAQS attainment strategy, and 13 other sources that are not
currently being pursued under the attainment strategy, but which
may be in non-attainment if the NAAQS is lowered. OAQPS has
estimated the number of children living near these sources who
would have PbB greater than 10 Mg/dl at each of the alternative
NAAQS levels, and at background air lead concentrations.
Approximately 126,000 children live near these sources. The
results shown on the following table should not be interpreted as
the absolute number of children at risk of elevated PbB from
point source emissions because (1) they are based on a sample cf
sources, and (2) they do not specifically reflect the exposure
characteristics of children living in homes with deteriorating
L5? or children with an unusually strong tendency to ingest non-
food items. In addition, the results do not represent the risks
faced by other sensitive groups such as pregnant women (for
fetuses) and adult men. However, the results are useful for
comparing the relative protection afforded by alternative
standard levels.

Estimated Number of Children Exceeding 10 Mg/dl
PbB under Alternative NAAOS Situations

NAAQS alternatives No. children with PbB
higher than 10 ua/dl*

1.5 Mg/m^ quarterly, today 800
1.5 ^iq/^B^ quarterly, enforced 400
0.75 nq/rn^ monthly 200
0.2 5 Mg/m^ monthly 150
Background (0.10 nq/v.^) 150

(Assvuning water level » 8 Mg/1, constant soil level)
(* - rounded to the nearest 50)
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As the table shows, enforcing the current NAAQS would provide a

greater incremental public health benefit than any of the
contemplated NAAQS revisions. Most of the public health
i-provements would be near primary and secondary smelters.

.'•''''

While cost and technological feasibility are not to be
ccnsidered in setting NAAQS, impacts on both primary and
secondary smelters have implications for the broader integrated
lead strategy. If none of the operating primary smelters could
attain the NAAQS level selected during the Agency's review with
readily available control technologies, the domestic primary
s-elting industry may simply shut down. This could result in

increased importation of primary lead from countries with less
stringent standards. Should such smelters close, they could be

potential Superfund sites due to past contamination. In
addition, impacts on secondary smelter capacity have implicaticr.s
for EPA's efforts to promote environmentally sound battery
recycling, and are discussed in the following section on that
topic.

Secondary Smelter NSPS

As part of the lead Pollution Prevention Program, OAQPS is

initiating work on a revised NSPS for secondary smelters to
ensure that new or reconstructed secondary smelters continue to

apply best demonstrated control technology. New sources also
must demonstrate compliance with the lead NAAQS. The analysis
for this revision will consider the feasibility of perfor-mance
standards based on alternative smelting technologies that would
reduce lead discharges to other media as well as air.

OFrlCE OF PESTICIDE PROGRAMS fOPP)

The last known use of lead as a pesticide active ingredient
(lead arsenate for use on grapefruit) was voluntarily cancelled
in 1989, generally due to concerns about the arsenate. EPA is

curre.ntly revoking the associated tolerance levels.

OPP found lead as an inert ingredient in 13 pesticide
products. As a result of this discovery, OPP issued data call-in
notices to all of the registrants of these products. Out of the

13 product*, 11 have been cancelled, one has been reformulated
without l«ad, and one is pending cancellation, since the
registrant has not responded to OPP's request.

OPP believes these actions have removed lead from pesticide
products. There is, however, one possible area for additional
action, and that involves active ingredients registered before
1984. OPP is undertaking a review of pesticides registered prior
to 1984, in order to discover if any contain lead as an active
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Zc? fir.cs lead as an ac'ivs increc:
lata re<r-latcr-/ acticn.

:N5 >_V3 ST>.>fCA..~2S rw?.£

irAc-

E?A esrixatas z'r.zz savage siudce ccr.mcutes' less zr.a.- '..Zz

perrsr.z ~c tcral r.ign .^.azard lead exposures, and virtually sl_ ;

t.-.i3 cccurs wit.t mcmeraricn cf sludge.

Secticn §4C5 d cf tne Clean Water Act (CVA, rer"Jir = s I?.-, t

and r.anagerent practices regarding sludge tnat are adec"iat2 ~.z

prctect puclic healtn and t.'ie envircnaent frco any raascnacly
anticipated adverse effects cf each pollutant. Currently, e?a

-; : C~?, r = rt 25~; regulates the land disposal cf savage sludge
fr-n puclicly a.nd privately z^rr.&d. treatae.nt vcrxs . Z?.\ has alsr
•z'zz.zs^'t a r"ule under the Resource Ccnser'/ation and Recovery Act
.RC?_i.; and tne CWA v.nich vculd establish sta.ndards for tne co-
disposal of sevage sludge m ::unioipal solid waste la.ndf.lls.

Because Part 257 covers only a liaited nc3irer of pollutants
Z.T.Z use and disposal practices ;la.nd application and
landfillmgj , Z?.\ is developing acre ccaprenensive reg^ulaticns
-nder 4C C7R Parts fCl (issued m .May ISS?; and 503 fsoneduled t:

oe prcEulgatad in January 1S92). These regulations are e.xpected

result of exposure to sludge; by 36C, frca 414 to 54. lead is

:nly one cf the contasinants covered by these regulations. C«?.£

vorst case protective liaits for lead-bearing sludge, to avoid
:r = ati.ng it as a "special case" requiring ex:;racrdi.nar"y
:reatr.e.nt. CWKS believes that there is ainiaal risk fron lead i.~

kludge applied to land, and that tight restrictio.ns on land
Loplication of lead-bearing sludge could force transfer to
.nci.neration, where exposures and risks are significantly
rreater. "urtheracra , stringent lead limitations aay not reduce
. ead concentrations in sludge because sources may be beyond t.~e

:ontrol of the ?CTW.

ZZ is vcr.king with the Regional Offices and Headquarters
=rcgraa Cffices to lapleaent a lead enforceaent initiative to
..tprove ccapliance with existing regulations. This cross-aed:
;cllutant specific initiative will be the first of its kind
mdertaXen by the Agency. The initiative likely will include
:ilings under at least the CAA, CWA and RCRA.
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OE is assisting in coordinating inspections and analysis cf
data collected from aajor sources of lead emissions. One focus
will be the use of t.^.e CAA to reduce air emissions of lead fron
primary and secondary lead smelters, with an emphasis on
ccr.plianca with SI? lead emission limits. This is discussed
furr.^.er in the section on OAQPS activities. OE wil'l 'also focus
en violations of lead limits in NPDES permits for industrial a.-.d

r.unicipal wastewater discharges and pretreatment requirements fcr
industrial users of municipal wastewater treatment systems. Scr.e
RCRA actions likely will be brought against primary and secondary
lead smelters. Other offices are also explori.ng the possibility
cf develcpi.ng lead cases in other media. A national filing cf
er.f crceme.nt actions against sources of lead emissions is ex-zeczec.
m early July 1991.

The publicity surrounding this effort will highlight the
significance cf this cluster filing and also to underscore the
Agency's commitment to improving regulatory compliance and
dealing with lead problems.
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S.G. PINNEY & ASSOCIATES INC.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

APPENDIX D - ILLINOIS DOT SPECIAL PROVISIONS

FOR CONTAINMENT AND DISPOSAL OF BLASTING RESIDUES





siB^iFir
state of 111 inois

Departjnent of Transportation

SPECIAL PROVISION
FOR

CONTAINMENT AND DISPOSAL OF

BLASTING RESIDUES

Description :

This work shall consist of the containment, collection, temporary storage

in all weather containers, and transportation by licensed haulers and

disposal of blasting residues from lead paint removal operations from

existing structures in accordance with the specified containment class

described herein.

General

:

The existing coatings which are to be removed contain lead. Special

state and federal restrictions apply to the handling of the waste

material with respect to particulate emissions into the air, ground and

water contamination, waste disposal and worker protection.

Before submitting the bid covering the work the Contractor shall inspect

the premises where the work is to be done and shall be fully acquainted

with prevailing conditions which will be encountered in carrying out the

work. The Contractor will not be paid separately for removing

accumulated debris in order to perform the cleaning, painting, or

containment, collection, temporary storage, transportation, and disposal.

It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to comply with

regulations of all Federal, State, and local governmental agencies

governing the conduct of this work. The Contractor shall furnish and

install all necessary facilities to provide for compliance with all

Federal, State, and local government regulations governing the conduct of

this work. The Contractor shall utilize all means necessary to ensure

that this work causes the least possible disturbance to adjacent

properties, residents, pedestrians, and street, rail and water traffic.

The Contractor's plan for accomplishing this work, including drawings,

equip(nent specifications and calculations shall be submitted to the

Engineer. Written approval of this plan shall be obtained by the

Contractor from the Engineer prior to beginning any work. The decision

of the Engineer as to the acceptability of the plan shall be considered

final, however, approval of the plan by the Engineer shall in no way

relieve the Contractor qf the obligation to supply and maintain
facilities in full compliance with this Specification and the regulations

of all governmental agencies.

The plan and facilities supplied by the Contractor shall include a

blasting residue and abrasive recovery and separation system capable of

allowing the recycling of the abrasive. Recycling the abrasive is

necessary to minimize the waste generated and the Contractor shall

operate the equipment in a manner that minimizes waste generation.
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The Contractor shall provide, and require all employees and authorized
persons to wear, personal protective equipment required for the

environment to which the workers and authorized persons are subjected.
The protective equipment shall include, but not be limited to, clean air
supplied respirators or conventional air hoods as applicable, eye
protection, ear protection, protective clothing and other such items.
The Contractor shall provide for the decontamination of workers,
authorized persons, and equipment in the work area so that no lead
contamination leaves the work area on the bodies or clothing of those
persons.

In accordance with section 107 of the Standard Specifications, the

Contractor shall take reasonable and appropriate precautions to keep the

public away from and shall provide for adequate protection from the
inhalation or Ingestion of the blasting residues.

Monitoring of the Contractor's compliance with local, State, and Federal

laws and the provisions of this contract relating to the generation,
storage, and disposal of abrasive air blasting residues on this project
will be accomplished by the Engineer, or his/her designated
"Consultant". The Engineer or his/her designated "Consultant" will be

responsible for any required field sampling and testing and determining
an appropriate disposition of the abrasive air blasting residue. The
Contractor shall cooperate with this monitoring operation.

The working platforms shall be firm and stable and shall be designed to

support the workers, inspectors, and the Contractors' equipment during
all phases of construction. The Contractor shall submit calculations and
drawings to the Engineer for approval, indicating the method of
supporting the working platforms. The platform support method is subject
to the Engineers' approval at all times, however, any such approval shall
not relieve the Contractor from the responsibility for the safety of the
working platforms. /--ic ^j^i-.^ .\/ ,'/,.• i-^ <

.
.-. // , . ,

-^ '- L .
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All work shall be performed during daylight hours unless otherwise
approved by the Engineer. The Contractor shall provide adequate
artificial lighting in areas where natural light is inadequate to allow
proper cleaning, inspection, and painting.

The Contractor shall be responsible for the clean-up of any spills of
contaminated waste which result from his/her operations at no extra cost
to the contract.

The abrasives used for blast cleaning shall be steel grit and shall have
a gradation such that the abrasive will produce a uniform profile as
•.pecified in the Cleaning and Painting Existing Ctocl Structures Special
Provision. This gradation shall be maintained throughout the entire
blasting operation. The level of the abrasive in the blast pot shall be
kept at least 2/3 full at all times during the blasting operation. The
steel grit shall conform to the latest specifications and size screenings
of the Society of Automotive Engineers and Steel Founders Society of
America for steel grit. The hardness of 90 percent of the abrasive grit
shall be a minimum of 55 Rockwell C.
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All portions of the structure which could be damaged by the blast
cleaning operations, including sound paint which is to remain, shall be

protected by covering or shielding. Tarpaulins, drop cloths, or other
approved materials shall be employed. The Contractor shall be

responsible for any damage caused to persons, vehicles, or property,

except as indemnified by the Response Action Contractors Indemnification

Act. Whenever the intended purposes of the protective devices are not

being accomplished, work shall be immediately suspended until corrections

are made.

The Contractor shall decontaminate all residue collection/containment

equipment in accordance with EPA guidelines. The Contractor also has the

option of disposing of all collection/containment equipment as a

hazardous waste. Either option is at the Contractor's expense with no

increase to the cost of the Contract.

Surface preparation of the structural steel shall be conducted over

continuous areas to permit systematic and continuous paint operations.

Containment

VThe Contractor shall utilize one of the following two (2) containment and

/^collection classes as specified 1n the project special provisions when
removing existing lead paint systems.

Containment Class 1 - Surface preparation with full containment inside a

complete ventilated enclosure or full containment utilizing vacuum
blasting equipment.

•J Containment Class 2 - Surface preparation with collection of all blasting
'^ residues and abrasives which fall onto tarpaulins, drop cloths, or other

approved materials, or are deposited onto hard surfaces within the

right-of-way.

(a) Containment Class 1 (full containment). The waste materials
from the cleaning operations shall be contained in accordance
with State, Federal, and local government laws. Class 1

Containment for tl\e cleaning operation of this contract is

defined as follows:

Mo dust, paint particles, or abrasives shall be observed

outside of the work area.

Lead containing particles in the air shall be less tnan EPA

allowable limits above the ambient condition measured at a

monitoring station located 15 feet away from the blast

enclosure or 15 feet away from the work area when vacuum

blasting equipment is utilized.
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The Contractor has the option of utilizing either blast cleaning
within a complete enclosure or vacuum blasting equipment to obtain
full containment. "^

(1) Full Containment Using Blast Cleaning within a Complete
Enclosure.

The Contractor shall provide medical monitoring for those
employees in th^ work area. Adequate personal protective
equipment shall be provided and maintained on the job site for
continuous and simultaneous use by the Engineer and the
inspectors for up to 4 persons. This equipment shall be suitable
to allow Inspection access to any area in which work is being
performed.

The blast enclosure shall be designed to sustain the maximum
anticipated wind forces and shall be able to res t the suction
forces resulting from the negative pressure insi , t the
enclosure. All sides and edges shall be complet y sealed to
prevent any leakage of the waste. The enclosure ,t:\<]]] nave an
entrance chamber which will create an air buffer •'etr.'.rer the
inside and the outside of the enclosure. Each s i,i of ; le

entrance chamber shall be air tight to prevent ajiy l.;a.' ^le of
contamination at the time one side is opened for Kitsr-i | or
exiting the enclosure. The Contractor shall not pen tn Ji sides
of the entrance chamber at the same time when cl nl".(j i. ,.erations
are in process.

XThe Contractor shall catch the spent abrasive ar,
. the <;. 'nt

particles on the inside of the working platform? The uantractor
shall recover the recyclable abrasive for futur? jse an-i collect
the paint and/or corrosion particles for disposal. Used
abrasives shall be cleaned and returned to the blast pot
continuously during the blasting operation.

The Contractor shall provide exhaust ventilation to maintain
negative air pressure in the enclosure and meeting the following
cri teria:

t
A minimum of 900 CFM of exhaust ventilation shall be
provided per abrasive blast nozzle in use.

-
y;^

Visibility to 100' shall be maintained at all locations
within the enclosure.

- ^7 Minimum positive air flow of 90 feet/minute shall be
'^ maintained across workers' breathing zones within the

enclosure.

All air exhausted from the enclosure to create a negative
pressure within the enclosure shall be filtered so as to remove
all particulate matter.

The Contractor shall thoroughly clean the interior of the blast
enclosure at the end of each work day and properly handle all
waste as herein specified.
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(2) Full Containment using Vacuum Blasting Equipment.

Vacuum blasting machines shall be fully pneumatic,
commercial vacuum blasting machines, consisting of blast
equipinent, a media recovery and separation system, and all

equipment necessary to accomplish the removal of paint,
mill scale, and corrosion from solid surfaces. The blasting
equipment shall be capable of being operated using a

compressed air source of at least 125 psi . The compressed
air source shall provide dry, clean air for the vacuum
blasting machine operation.

These machines shall be used for the effective removal of
paint and corrosion. They shall be capable of '-erycling the

abrasive. The system shall be designed to delW'^r
recyclable steel grit blasting abrasives and provi 3c> >.t

closed system containment during blasting.

The media shall be delivered via a hose and no ilo os" imbly

in a uniform and consistent stream onto the su. rat,c!'. -ing

blasted.

The vacuum system shall be capable of recover^ ii-] tr>8

abrasive and removing particles from the surf^c^S ti|'
)

treated and returning it to a dust separator, j'>^e Ir ',

separator shall remove all dust, coating and corrosln'
particles from the abrasive. The cleaned abrj.jva iik)! be
inriediately returned to the media compartment for 1/19

blasting operation.

The removed coating, millscale, and corrosion, ia^ai : ad
from the abrasive, shall be deposited in a separate storage
compartment until removed from the machine.

The vacuum blasting machines as a minimum, shall be in

accordance with the requirements of this description and
shall be the manufacturer's standard conmercial products.
Additional or better features that are not specifically
prohibited by this description, but are part of the
manufacturer's recommendation for improvement of commercial
product, are acceptable.

The machine shall be of a series which has demonstrated
containment of a removed lead based coating. This to have
been determined by an independent testing authority
(University or similar laboratory) to meet the following
criteria: (a) 99* removed contaminants, (b) maintenance of
ambient air quality so as to have no detectable contaminate
at 15 feet downwind during operation.

Large and uniform surface areas such as web and flange
plates shall be cleaned with a large, high capacity vacuum
blasting machine. This vacuum blasting machine shall

provide the following:

• 5-
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A double-chambered,pressure vessel; which can
effectively recyclt blast media on a continuous basis,
perform automatically a1r filter back-flushing, permit
media loading to the machine, and removal of collected
dust and debris with no Interruption to the blasting
operation.

Minimum vacuum pressure of 30 psi at the collection head.

Operate with No. 3 thru No. 7 nozzles as "^quired.

Minimum of 100 psi blasting pressure at t J [i\<)i\ nozzle.

Small surface areas and inside and outside cc'noi". 5,1it11 be

cleaned with a small vacuum blasting machine rlc', provides
the following:

A double-chambered pressure vessel, which ;ar.

effectively recycle blast media on a con\i'iucMS basis,
with no Interruption, except for air flliir
back-flushing, media loading to the mach i,e, an<i removal

of collected dust and debris.

Minimum vacuum pressure of 30 psi at the :oltec! on head.

An allowable machine input pressure of n( t; l,^ss than 115
psi.

A minimum of 100 psi pressure at the bla't nozjr" .

As a requirement for each vacuum blasting machine, the

Contractor shall require the manufacturer to conduct a

demonstration of the proposed equipment of sufficient
duration to establish full compliance with the technical
specifications set forth above.

The Contractor shall provide coverage on or over the ground
under the area to be cleaned. This coverage shall be

capable of catching and containing waste materials in case
of accidental escape of abrasive or blasting residues.

It is possible that the close proximity of some structural

steel members, such as the end diaphragms or end
cross-frames underneath transverse deck expansion joints,

preclude the use of the vacuum blasting equipment for the

removal of the old paint. For the surface areas which are

Inaccessible for the nozzles of the vacuum blasting
equipment, the Contractor shall remove the paint by means of

full containment Inside a complete enclosure as directed by

the Engineer.
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Improper use of vacuum blasting equipment resulting in the

spilling of more than a total of five pounds of abrasive and
blasting residue, visible clouds of blasting residue dust,

or particulates in the air above EPA allowable limits as

measured 15 feet from the work area will be considered
unacceptable in accordance with Article 105.13 of the

Standard Specifications.

(b) yXontainment Class 2. Containment Class 2 shall consist of the

A containment and collection of paint chips, abrasive particles,
and other blasting residues using impermeable ground cover
materials.

Impermeable cover materials, such as tarpaulins, drop cloths,
or other approved materials shall be used on or above the

ground, roadways, railways, waterways, and other surfaces.
Collection of paint chips, abrasive particles, and other
blasting residues shall be accomplished by the Contractor from
these cover materials and other paved surfaces below, above,

and near to the cleaned surfaces.

Highway pavements and paved surfaces under a structure, from

which wastes may be collected and removed by sweeping, may be

used as a portion of the collection cover for that area; such

collection area shall be closed to the public.

Each day the length and width of the cover shall be set at
least ten feet beyond each edge of the area to be cleaned and

painted that day. This ten feet dimension shall be adjusted
when the height of the blasted area over the cover exceeds 20

feet. The adjustment shall be such that the distance of the

cover beyond each edge shall equal ten feet plus an addition
six inches for every foot that the height exceeds 20 feet.

Edges of the cover shall be turned upward one foot to minimize
loss of waste materials. Covers on or over roadways, railways,

or waterways shall not present a hazard of any kind and shall

not remain in place overnight.

Edges of the cover shall be anchored to ensure no loss of

material during high winds. Cover laps shall be a minimum of

three feet, securely tied together, and continuously taped to

prevent loss of material.

Portions of the structure, such as concrete piers below steel

bearings, shall be considered as a continuation of the ground

for the purpose of establishing limits of the cover. Covers

shall span these obstructions and laps required shall be as

specified above. The edges of the cover at the ends of the

structure, at abutments, shall be extended beyond and to six
inches above the steel to be cleaned and painted.

Blast residue shall not fall into surface waters. If a

blasting residue scum forms on water surfaces, the work will be

considered unacceptable in accordance with Article 105.13 of

the Standard Specifications.
-7-
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The Contractor may use other methods or modifications, such as

vacuum blasting, subject to written approval of the Engineer,

that will accomplish the results intended by Containment Class

2.

Collection, Temporary Storage, Transportation and Disposal :

V All blasting residues shall be collected daily and deposited in

all-weather containers supplied by the Contractor as temporary storage.

No residues shall remain on surfaces overnight. Waste materials shall

not be removed through floor drains or by throwing them over the side of

the bridge. Temporary storage of waste blast-cleaning material on the

ground will not be permitted.

The all-weather containers shall meet the requirements of Tide 49, Code

of Federal Regulations, Part 178, for the transportation ot -hazardous

materials and as approved by the Department. They shall prevent entrance

of free moisture and leakage of the deposited material. T| » all-^^sather

containers shall be capable of being securely sealed from t 'O weacner and

shall resist puncture. They shall be kept closed except iiireCiatt ./

before and after addition of blasting residues. Each cont >ner s^-ill be

permanently identified with date of material addition, con^ -act r, ^er

,

and consecutive batch number.

The Contractor shall allow the Engineer the opportunity to .ivo th

containers of waste sample tested for lead and chromium pri -..r x eir
removal from the work area.

The Engineer will obtain identification numbers from the s,,.,t9 and
federal environmental protection agencies for the bridge(s' tc. oa (.^ainted

and furnish those to the Contractor.

Peoria Disposal and CID have obtained waste stream authorizations and

generic waste disposal permits for the blasting residue. These are the

only facilities in Illinois, to the knowledge of the Engineer, having

permits issued by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (lEPA) to

dispose of this waste. If the blasting residue is to be disposed at

another disposal facility in Illinois, the Contractor shall have the

disposal facility obtain a waste stream authorization and disposal permit

for the blasting residue prior to beginning blasting.

The Engineer will retain one copy of the hazardous waste manifest for at
least three years and perform the other record keeping requirements of 35

m. Adm. Code 722, subpart D.

The Engineer will prepare the annual report for this bridge(s) which lEPA

requires from generators of hazardous waste under Section 722.141 of 35

111. Adm. Code, and the biennial report which the United States
Environmental Protection Agency requires.

The Engineer will provide the Contractor with a generic contingency plan
as required by 35 111. Adm, Code Section 725.152.

The Engineer will sign the manifest certification.





If the state or federal environmental protection agencies require closure
as a result of violations of state or federal environmental laws by the

Contractor or if the bridge(s) become a storage facility requiring
closure under 35 111. Admin. Code Section 722.134, the Cor\tractor shall
perform the closure with no additional cost to the contract. Otherwise,
the Engineer will close the facility in accordance with 35 111. Adm. Code
Sections 725.211 and 725.214.

The Engineer will not perform any functions relating to the identi-

fication, handling, storage, treatment, and disposal of any hazardous
waste, other than the blasting residue waste, generated by '.he

Contractor.

The Contractor shall make arrangements to have other hazarr, rjs .vai. ?,

such as used paint solvent, which it generates, transporter, to ch^'

Contractor's facility at the end of each day that this was f \'i

generated. These hazardous wastes shall be manifested usi " xt^e

Contractor's own generator number to a treatment or dispoSi fui ty

from the Contractor's facility. The Contractor shall not ; 'mblnc
solvents or other wastes generated by him/her with blast r >ic\u(> ' ,stes.

The Contractor shall have containers of blasting residues r ^nove':- rom

Une work area by a licensed waste hauler to an lEPA permitL.id nre- ment

and (Jtsposal facility in Illinois within 90 days of the waiv.o bel,''

accunwilated in the containers.

The Contractor shall prepare a manifest supplied by the IE 'A for o f-site

treatment and disposal before transporting the blast resid.o off-s te.

The Contractor shall designate the facility located in 111 ijOis w|i ch is

permitted to handle the waste described on the manifest. he Cor.t -actor

shall obtain the handwritten signature of the initial trap tO**."" .nd

date of the acceptance of the manifest. The Contractor shall senu one

copy of the manifest to the lEPA within two working days of transporting
the waste off-site. The Contractor shall furnish the generator copy of

the manifest to the Engineer. The Contractor shall give the transporter
the remaining copies of the manifest.

The Contractor shall perform all the functions required of a generator
under Subpart C of 35 111. Adm. Code 722.

For purposes of Subpart C, the Contractor and Engineer shall be

considered to be generating more than 1000 kilograms of hazardous waste
in one calendar month. The Contractor and Engineer are, therefore,
subject to Section 722.134(a), (b), and (c) and not (d), (e), ( f ) of 35

111. Adm. Code. If the hazardous waste generated by the Contractor and

Engineer accumulate at the site for longer than 90 days, the Contractor
and Engineer become operators of a hazardous waste storage facility. In

that event, the Contractor shall assume responsibility without additional
payment for closure of this storage facility.

V The Contractor shall comply with the personnel training requirements of
A 35 111. Adm. Code Section 725.116.
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The Contractor shall maintain a copy of the personnel training records
required by Section 725.166(d) at each bridge during the time of blasting
operations or at anytime the Contractor's personnel are at t)ie bridge
site under this contract.

Notwithstanding Section 725.116(e), training records on current employee
must be kept until the employees are no longer current employees.

The Contractor shall comply with the requirements of 35 111. Adm. Code
725, Subpart C for owners or operators,

A two-way radio, or equal, as approved by the Engineer, a iblt^ o'
summoning emergency assistance must be available at each | 'itfci? d: "ing

the time the Contractor's personnel are at the bridge s1t( ^nt'^C" lis

contract. The following emergency response equipment des( "Koi ' the
contingency plan furnished by the Engineer shall be avail) Itj Jwi ig this

time as well: a portable fire extinguisher, a 55 gallon , . un, , d gallon
pajl, a long handled shovel, absorbent material (one bag),

Ths Contractor shall comply with the requirements of 35 II", Adm 2ode

728, Subpart D for owners or operators. A copy of the cofi,.inc'enc plan

sh^ll be maintained at each bridge djjrinj landbj^^l^-jng operatior and

4ur*1ng the time the Contractor's personnel are at the brioijO sitt jnder

th|5 contract. The Contractor shall designate the emergei -/
coor(i1nator(s) required in this subpart who shall be resp, nslble ;r the

4Cttv1t1es described in this subpart.

The Contractor shall perform all the functions required o an ow^ r and
Operator under Subpart I of 35 111. Adm. Code 725.

The Contractor shall maintain a written log of weekly inspections of the
containers of blasting residue. A copy of the log shall be furnished to

the Engineer upon request.

Method of Measurement :

The cost of the containment and collection of waste materials by either
Containment Class 1 or Containment Class 2, the temporary storage in all

weather containers, the transportation by licensed waste haulers and the
disposing of the containers and their contents at a designated licensed
waste disposal facility will not be paid for separately, but shall be
included in the lump sum price bid for BLASTING RESIDUE CONTAINMENT AND
DISPOSAL, CLASS 1. or BLASTING RESIDUE CONTAINMENT AND DISPOSAL, CLASS 2.

Any portion of this contract relating to the identification, handling,
storage, treatment, or disposal of waste generated on this project is

subject to the Response Action Contractors Indemnification Act. Five
percent (5%) of each payment for BLASTING RESIDUE CONTAINMENT AND
DISPOSAL, CLASS 1. and BLASTING RESIDUE CONTAINMENT AND DISPOSAL, CLASS 2

due the Contractor will be paid by the Department directly into the
Response Action Contractors Indemnification Fund.
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The Contractor shall include in the lump sum price bid for this work Die

S% the Department will pay directly to the Response Action Contractars
Indemnification Fund.

Basis of Payment:

The containment, collection, temporary storage, transportation, and

disposal of blasting residue will be paid for at the contract unit price

for BLASTING RESIDUE CONTAINMENT AND DISPOSAL, CLASS 1 or . ,ASS 2, LUW
SUM.

2503M
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S.G. PINNEY & ASSOCIATES INC.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

APPENDIX E - OLD PAINT REMOVAL USING POWER TOOLS

AND SPONGE JET EQUIPMENT





STEPHEN G.PINNEY.PE

LD VINCENT

SOUTHEAST

JERRY OBYBD.PE
S J OECHSLEPE

SOUTH CENTRAL
STAN R L»UGA

THE COATINGS LABORATORY. INC.

MID ATLANTIC

J F MARSHALL

NORTH CENTRAL
TEDRUDAITIS, P.E

NORTHWEST
CURTIS P BAILEY

WEST COAST
LEE DOYLE

UNDERWATER ENGINEERING SERVICES. INC.

CHARLES A VALLANCE
CHARLES STUART N.C.S.

ROGER BASER. P-E

S.G.fRINNiS^A$SipiA^ES\ INC.

5640 W. 100TH STREET OAKLAWN, ILLINOIS 60453

PHONE 708/425-9269 • FAX 708/425-5871

SOCIETY Of NAVAL

ARCHITECTS AND
MARINE ENGINEERS

May 15, 1991

Mr. Bahrain Forouhi , Structural Engineer
Chicago Transit Authority
3 900 W. Maypole Avenue
Chicago, IL 60624

SUBJECT: Old Paint Removal Using Power Tools and
Sponge Jet

Dear Mr. Forouhi:

Attached please find the photographs showing steel surface
preparation removing the old paint system with several power
tools and also blasting with sponge abrasives.

Two areas were selected approximately 4 square feet each to
demonstrate the paint removal. Existing paint dry film thickness
in selected areas ranged from 8.5 to 14.6 mils with an 11 mil
average

.

Using various power tools, the time required was 15 minutes to
remove existing paint. Since the steel surface was pitted,
residual paint remained in pits. Some tight mill scale also
remained on the steel surface.

Sponge-Jet using a abrasive sponge required 14 minutes to clean
the area shown in Photograph 10. This is about 50% of the area
designated. Residual paint was left in pits. It would take
additional time and abrasives to remove residual paint or mill
scale, see Photograph 11.

Both, power tools and sponge abrasives produced approximately 2

mils anchor profile as measured with Testex Press-0-Film.

ENGINEERING. INSPECTION AND UNDERWATER SERVICES. SPECIALISTS IN CORROSION CONTROL





S.G. PINNEY & ASSOCIATES INC.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

Page No. Two
May 15, 1991
Mr. Bahrain Forouhi

The most expedient paint removal and surface preparation for a
new paint application was combining power tool roto-peening
followed with Sponge-Jet abrasive. Roto-Peening removed the bulk
of existing paint quickly and the sponge abrasive cleaned the
surface and produced profile. Approximately 2 minutes required
to clean a one (1) square foot area as shown in Photograph 13.

Very truly yours

,

S. G. PINNEY & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Ted Rudaitis, P.E,
Senior Associate

TR:min
cc: J. Cavallo
Enclosure

>>^.-





S.G. PINNEY & ASSOCIATES INC.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

PAINT REMOVAL USING POWER TCXJLS
AND SPONGE ABRASIVES

PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION

PHOTOGRAPH DESCRIPTION
NO.

Rail support stringer from the
elevator structure at Chicago
Transit Authority West Side
Maintenance Shop yard.

Selected area (2 ft. by 2 ft.)
paint removal using power
tools.

Selected area (2 ft. by 2 ft.)
paint removal using sponge
abrasives.

Various power tools used,
needle scalers , heavy duty
rotary peening, non-woven
abrasive wheels and discs.

Heavy duty rotary peening
removes the bulk paint
material

.

Needle scalers remove from
corners and hard to reach
areas

.

Needle scalers used to remove
paint from rivet heads and
corners.

Four (4) square feet area with
existing paint removed. Left
was residual paint and rust in
pitted steel surfaces also
tight mill scale. Total work
time 15 minutes.





S.G. PINNEY & ASSOCIATES INC.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

Page No . Two
PHOTOGRAPHS

9 & 10 Using sponge abrasive existing
paint is removed. At this
point 14 minutes of work has
been performed.

11 Close up showing residual
paint and mill scale left on
surface.

12 One square foot area, bulk of
existing paint removed using
rotary peening tool within one
minute of time.

13 Area shown in Photograph 12,
remaining rust, paint and mill
scale removed with sponge
abrasives within one minute of
time.
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S.G. PINNEY & ASSOCIATES INC.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

APPENDIX F - CURRENT CTA CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENTS

FOR REMOVAL OF LEAD BASED PAINT





CTA 7041-91

IV. (Continued)

4.?. 5 All visible grease and oil shall be renoved by solvent cleaning prior to

b'Vast cleaning.

4.2.6 Blast profile shall be 1.0 mil minimum, 1.6 nils maxinun.

4.2.7 Rust formed after cleaning shall be removed by re-blasting prior to

painting.

4.2.8 Oust from blasting shall be removed from cleaned surfaces prior to

coating by brushing, vacuum or blow-off with clean dry air.

4.2.9 No blasting or coating work shall be conducted when steel surface

temperature Is less than 5 degrees above the dew point.

4.2.10 Contractor shall use proper blasting equipment and use oil free, moisture

free compressed air.

4.2.11 The maximum time allowed between cleaning and topcoating shall be twenty-

four (24) hours. Under np circumstances will steel be permitted to rust

before coating regardless of time elapsed.

4.2.12 The Contractor shall, at the Contractor's own expense, prepare an are.i of

the structure (designated by the Engineer) in accordance with the

provisions of this Specification. After inspection and approval of this

cleaning sample by the Engineer, this sample shall become the standard

for the remainder of this project. Contractor shall, immediately upon

approval, provide a clean protective coating to preserve this sample in

its condition as approved. Upon completion of this project, the test

area shall be re-blasted and coated in accordance with this

Specification.

4.2.13 Station Structural Steel as defined by this Contract shall be cleaned by

using flethod PI and full enclosure, negative pressure must be achieved

and maintained. Station transfer bridges, and track side facia girder

may be exceptions and the Contractor shall submit a proposal subject to

review by the CTA Engineer prior to award of the Contract for cleaning

methods to be used at such locations, to achieve 100% paint removal. Nn

chemical paint removers are accepted by the CTA.

V. POLLUTION CQMTROL

5.1 It shall be the sole responsibility of the Contractor to conpiv with a,]

requlations of Federal, State and local governmental agencies governing the

conduct of this v;ork.

S.? The Contractor shall utilize allneans necessary to ensure that this v>ofk

causes the least possible disturbance to adjacent properties, residents,

pedestrians and street traffic.

D - 5
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V. PULLUTION CONTROL (Continued)

5»3 The Contractor's operations shall not in any way disrupt transit
operations and/or patrons.

5.4 The Contractor is cautioned that the existing coatings which will be

removed contain lead and that special restrictions will be inposed with respect to

particulate enissions Into the air, ground contaninations, waste disposal and

worker protection.

5.5 As a nininum requirement, the Contractor shall conpletely enclose the

structure being blast cleaned during all blasting operations and naintain the

enclosure at a negative pressure relative to ambient of three-tenth inches water

column.

The enclosure shall be constructed of rigid frame with a positive joint

seal. The material used as a cover should be equivalent in permeability to 6 nils

thick, polyethelene.

5.6 The blast enclosure shall have a complete ground cover which shall be

sealed to the side and end closures so as to prevent any leakage of

contamination. The ground cover shall be non-permeable, and it shall be stronc

enough as to withstand vehicle movement and not tear by shovelling/scooping o"

other means of cleaning the waste.

The top of the enclosure shall be covered so that no more than 1/8" space
is exposed, and shall be maintained as such throughout the cleaning operation.
Plastic covers are not acceptable within 12 inches of any item which will be

sandblasted.

5.7 The Contractor shall thoroughly clean the Interior of the blast enclo:ure

at the end of each work day and properly dispose of all refuse.

5.8 All air exhausted from the enclosure to create a negative pressure within
the enclosure shall be filtered so as to remove all hazardous end other
particulate matter, in full compliance with all regulatory requirements of aM
governmental agencies.

5.9 All elements of the enclosure shall be designed to sustain the naxi-iu"

anticipated wind forces for the period during which they will be raintained.

5.10 All details of the pollution control plan (6 copies) shall be Subnitted
to the Authority in the form of Drawings and Specifications and must be approved
prior to start of work. The decision of the CTA Engineer as to the acceptability
of the system shall be final. However, approval of the plan by the Engineer sha.l
in no way relieve the Contractor of his obligation to supoly and naintain a

pollution control plan in full compliance with this Specification and all

government agency regulations.
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CTA 70'»1-91

V. POLLUTION CONTROL (Continued)

5.11 band tool cleaning of the top surfaces of track stnngers between lie'

and of the top of top lateral angles between track stringers, and of the top

surface of cross girders is acceptable and shall be in accordance with Steel

Structures Painting Council Specification SP-2. The ground under these areas

shall be covered to the satisfaction of the Engineer.

5.12 The Contractor is cautioned that the waste from this operation contains

lead and that special restrictions apply to the disposal of this material. Tne

Cntractor is advised to consult with the appropriate regulatory agencies to

determine the appropriate method of disposal. The Contrctor shall furnish CTA

with certificates of disposal for allwaste removed from the site. All waste

removal shall be performed by a waste hauler licensed to haul the class of waste

involved.

5.12A The Contractor is cautioned that the waste from the 'subway cleaning nay

contain lead and that special restrictions apply to the treatment and disposal of

this material. The Contractor is advised to consult with the appropriate

regulatory agencies to determine the appropriate method of disposal. The

Contractor shall furnish CTA with certificates of disposal for all wastes removed

from the site. All wastes removal shall be performed by a disposal company

licensed to haul the class of waste ivolved.

5.12B The containers used for hauling waste are to be placed within the
enclosure at all times. Any other procedure other than the above shall be si.'bjec:

to review by the Engineer before relocation of containers.

5.13 Contractor shall provide and require all employees to wear all personal
protective equipment required for the environment to which the workers are
subjected. This shall include, but not be limited to air supplied respirators,
eye protection, ear protection and other such items.

5.14 The Contractor shall be responsible for maintenance of a sound enclosure
at all times of operation and off hours. Any cracks or holes which nay occur
during the sandblasting operations shall be repaired imr.ediau-ly

.

5.15 The Contractor shall appoint personnel to inspect and maintain the
enclosure at all tines of the operation.

5.16 The CTA reserves the right to stop the progress cf work if the Contr-v.ir
fails to naintflin a sound enclosure, and the Contractor will be charged liquidated
danagesof $1000 per day for any tine lost.

5.17 Adequate personal protective equipment shall be provided and maintained
on the job site for simultaneous use by up to three CTA employees and for each CTa
inspector assigned to the job. This equipment shall be Suitable to allow CTA
personnel access to any area in which work is being performed.
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V. POLLUTION CONTROL (Continued)

5.18 The Contractor shall supply and maintain a Job site office conplete wth
all usual amenities. A telephone shall be provided for CTA use. Job site off-ce
shall be within 500 feet of work location.

5.19 The Contractor shall supply and maintain a security force on the job site
whenever crews sr*! not present.

VI. PRUTECTIVL COATING FOR STRUCTURE STEEL AND STATION STRUCTURAL STEEL

6.1 This systen provides for a sel

f

-primi ng, two part aluminum pigmented
epoxy nastlc protective coat and aliphatic acrylic urethane top coat. Contractor
Shall furnish all coating. This system shall be applied as follows: The CTA
reserves the right to have the structure and column different colors. Colors will

be as specified by the CTA Engineer and up to five (5) colors may be selected.

6.2 Deeply pitted areas, as identified by the Engineer, shall receive ore (1)

brush-applied spot coat of protective coating material, 5 mils dry film thicknes'^..

6.3 All areas of the entire structure and deeply pitted spot-prined areas

(#6.2 above) shall receive ore (1) coat of protective material 7 mils dry filn

thickness

.

6.3A The entire structure shall receive one (1) complete coat of top coci

material 1.5 mil dry film thickness.

6.36 Coating shall be applied only when the Engineer or his representative

determines whether conditions and steel surface conditions comply with coating
manufacturer's reconmendat ions

.

6.3C Protective coat and topcoat material shall be made by the same

manufacturer

.

6. 3D Contractor shall Submit a list of proposed coating and ndnuf acturer 's

literature and printed application instruction and material safety data sheets,

lab tests and field exposure data (6 copies each) two {2) weeks prior to start of

v/ork for approvdl by thn CTA.

6.3E Coatings shall be applied m strict compliance wit'i nanuf acturers

recommendat io'is

.

5.4 Protective Coat flatprial - The ppoxy-nastic shall be a two conponeni

,

codified epoxy bitunen of leated alunlnun color. The epo.^y-tnast i c shall be

designed as a one (1) coat, hig^ build complete protective coatinu systen vnth

excellent ad^es-^on to rusty steel and deteriorated coating systems. The njteria'

shall be non-Larc I'logeri.
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